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Mitigation Plan
Executive Summary
The U. S. Army Corps of Engineers proposes to replace the ex1stmg
lock at the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal (IHNC) or Industrial Canal in
New Orleans. The facility is located in the midst of a highly developed and
densely populated part of the city. In fact, the areas adjacent to the IHNC
are among the oldest and most established neighborhoods in New Orleans
and include two nationally designated historic districts, Holy Cross and
Bywater.
The magnitude of the project and the estimated duration of the
implementation phase are such that it is likely to have a significant impact
on the neighborhoods, historic resources, residents, and businesses located
therein. This was recognized by not only the Corps but also the U.S.
Congress when they provided specific guidance to the Corps to address the
impacts on the local community.
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Construction activity associated with lock and bridge replacements
generates both adverse and beneficial impacts to the neighborhoods in the
area.
Even with the innovative engineering of a new lock and the
development of the tentatively selected plan north of Claiborne Avenue,
there will still be significant impacts on the community, although there will
be no relocation of residents.
While it is virtually impossible to eliminate
all impacts associated with the construction of the lock project, it is
possible to mitigate their effect on the community and its resources. The
development and selection of the north of Claiborne Avenue plan including
mitigation complies with both the spirit and intent of the Congressional
guidance.
The mitigation plan being recommended as part of the lock project
represents a departure from traditional Corps of Engineer environmental
analysis and mitigation planning and was developed through a broadbased community participation process in the form of a nei ghborhood
working group. The plan insures that communities adjacent to the project
remain as complete, liveable neighborhoods during and after construction
of the project. It also minimizes residential and business disruptions while
meeting the goals of improving waterborne commerce.

The mitigation plan includes a three-phased approach, generally as
follows:
First... impact avoidance which refers to actions taken by the Corps
that are designed to avoid construction impacts and which represent
prudent engineering design and construction practice.
Second. direct mitigation or impact minimization refers to actions
taken by the Corps in cooperation with local government, community
groups, and residents to minimize those adverse direct impacts
which remain following implementation of the normal procedures.
Thi rd, general mitigation refers to compensatory actions taken by the
Corps or local sponsor, in cooperation with local government,
community groups, and residents to alleviate those adverse impacts
which remain following the implementation of both impact avoidance
and direct mitigation measures.
The plan costs an estimated $33,000,000 to implement.
It addresses
the impacts relating to noise, transportation, cultural resources, aesthetics,
l growth, property values, and
employment, community and region.~
community cohesion.
It also includes
general mitigation features which
are intended to serve as compensatio to the neighborhood for impacts
that are not quantifiable. Implementation of the plan will begin prior to
construction and will continue throughout the project construction period.
Based on our analysis, the recommended mitigation plan complies
with the spirit and intent of the Congressional guidance provided in
conjunction with the FY 1991 Appropriations Act. The plan recognizes the
historical nature of the area, avoids or minimizes adverse impacts upon the
quality of the human environment to the extent that is practicable and
restores the quality of the human environment in the project area.
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INTRODUCTION

(

The existing lock, in service since 1923, is dimensional l y
obsolete and no longer able to meet the demands of wate rborne
tra ff ic uti liz ing the Inner Harbor Naviga tional Canal (IHNC) and
connecting channels.
A new, larger, more efficient lock is
required to meet the demands of increased traff ic and larger
vessels . The tentat i vely selected plan , as identified in the main
report , is to replace the existing lock with a new prefabricated,
floated - in l ock 110-feet x 1,200-feet x 36-feet deep. I t will be
located in the IHNC betwee n Claiborne Avenue and Florida Avenue.
The tentat ively selected plan includes replacement of the St.
Claude Avenue bridge with a new low-level bridge, replacement of
the l ift span a nd towers of the Claiborne Avenue bridge,
construction of temporary bypass channel s around the new lock
cons truction area and around the existing lock, tying in fl ood
protection to the n ew l ock, and implement ing mitigation to help
offset project impacts.
This mitigation plan is designed to be an integral part of the
proposed MR-GO, New Lock and Connecting Channels proj ect, commonly
referred to as the IHNC or Industrial Canal Loc k Replacement
projec t.
Implementation of the mi tigation plan i s intended to
compensate the community for the impac ts and inconveniences
a ssociated with the construc tion of the l ock, bridges, and other
related project features.
Therefore, the tentatively selected
plan , r eplacement of the IHN'C Lock at the North of Claiborne Avenue
location, includes the imp lementation of the mitigation features
identified in this plan.
The mitigat ion plan evolved, over time, through a cont inuing
dialog with representatives of the neighborhoods and other r elated
community interests act ively involved in an iterative planning
process .
The resul ts of the process are presen ted in t his
appendix.
Before the processes used to deve lop and the details of the
mitigat ion plan are described, one needs to understand the
composition and nature of the communi ties and residents that will
be impacted by this p roject. Even though the reconunended plan wi ll
not physically relocate res idences, it will still impact the
communities and neighborhoods on each side of the IHNC.
Knowing
the opinions and having ins ight into t he background of the
residents will greatly as sis t in unders tanding why mitigation o f
impac ts to the human environment is needed.
1

DESCRI PTI ON OF THE ADJACENT NEIGHBORHOODS

The Bywater and Holy Cross ne ighborhoods front on the
Mississ ippi River and lie wes t and east , respectively, of the IHNC
and generally south of St. Claude Avenue.
The St. Claude and
Lower Ninth Ward neighborhoods are t o the north of St. Claude
Avenue lying west and east, respec tively, of the IHNC, and
extending north to Florida Avenue.
The eastern boundary of the
Lower Ninth Ward and Holy Cross neighborhoods is the Orleans-St .
Bernard Parish line. The western boundary of the Bywater and St.
Claude neighborhoods is the Franklin-Almonaster corridor.
Plate
A-1 shows the neighborhoods relative to the IHNC.
Wi thin the area are two designated National Register Historic
Districts. The boundaries of the Bywater and Holy Cross Districts
are very irregular as shown on Plate A-1.
All of the Holy Cross
distri ct is south of St. Claude Avenue . Both of these have also
been locally designated by the City o f New Orleans as Historic
Districts. The boundaries of the locally designated distric ts vary
slightly from the two districts on the National Register of
Historic Places. The Historic District designation covers about 60
percent of the area defined as the Holy Cross n e ighborhood.
The
Bywater Historic District covers virtually all of the area defined
as the Bywater neighborhood and extends across St . Claude Avenue
and, in one instance, across North Claiborne Avenue i nto the area
defined as the St. Claude neighborhood.
The St. Claude and Bywater neighborhoods, west of the IHNC,
are the oldest of the neighborhoods . Approximate ly 46 percent of
the housing stock in Bywater and 40 percent in St. Claude were
bui l t prior to 1940. That hous ing stock is now over 55 years old.
In the Holy Cross neighborhood, more than 37 percent of the housing
stock was built prior to 1940.
In the lower Ninth Ward, only 15
percent was of this vintage.
The Holy Cross neighborhood was established in 1832 when
Jackson Barracks was cons tructed as a US Army hous ing fac ility . In
1 849, the Brother s of the Holy Cross came to New Orleans to operate
St. Mary' s Orphanage, and several years later they established St.
Isadore's College which was later renamed Holy Cros s.
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Neighborhood
Characteristics.
Social
resources
include
population data, community and regional growth statis tics, e lements
of community cohesion, and aesthetic and h istoric resources.
a. Population. Prior demographic data collected for the I HNC
area included the following characteristics by neighborhood: age,
racial composition , educational achievement, households with f emale
head of household, average number of persons per household,
household income, and population density . Census data by trac t has
been used to present demographic data by n eighborhood.
Al l population characteristics by n eighborhood, with the
exception of income and educa tion, are derived from the 1 990
2
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census.
The census trac ts used for each neighborhood are as
fol lows:
Holy Cross
7 . 02 and 8
Lower Ninth Ward
7. 01 , 9.01, 9 . 02, 9 .03, and 9.04
Bywater
1 1 and 12
St . Claude
13.01, 13.02, 13.03, 13. 04, 14.01, 14.0 2,
15, and 1 6
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According to the Gregory C. Riga mer and As sociates , Inc. {GCR)
assessment o f the area , the median years of educat ion in the IHN'C
area was 11.1.
Average household income
(1985)
in the
ne ighborhoods was estimated t o be $13, 29 1.
The fol lowing tables show 1 990 population by age, percentage
of households headed by femal e s, population densi ty and popula tion
f or each neighborhood and for the total IHN'C area.
Table 1
Population Comparison
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Neighborhood
Lower 9th Ward
Holy Cross
Bywater
St. Claude
Total IHN'C area

1990 Census
16,207
6,1 01
5, 381
18,029
45,718

1 980 Census
20,807
6, 482
6,6 50
21, 76 3
55,702

Change
:Eett:::alt.
Number
-4,600
-22 .1%
- 381
- 5.9%
-1,26 9
- 19 . 1%
- 3,734
- 17.2%
-9, 984
- 17 . 9%

Table 2
Population Characteristics (1990)
Age, Female Households, Density

Neighborhood

Lower 9th Ward
Holy Cros s
Bywater
St. Claude
Total IHN'C area

(

< 18 Yrs. Old

31.9%
30. 6%
27. 8%
35.1%
32 .5%

> 18 Yrs. Old

68.1%
69.4%
72.2%
64.9%
67.5%

3

% Female
Headed
Household
49.0%
46.2%
44.9%
52 . 0%
49.3 %

D3:Eity

Per
Acre
15.l
6.8
8.6
25.2
13. 8

(

Table 3
Population By Race (1990)

Neighborhood
Lower 9th Ward
Holy Cross
Bywater
St. Claude
Total IHNC area

Black
99. 1%
76 . 8%
65.4%
90.6%
88.8%

White
0.7%
21. 8%
32.0%
08.5%
10.3 %

Other
0 .2%
1.4%
2 . 6%
0.9%
0.9%

Census data indicate that the population for the area
adjacent to the IHNC, as a whole, declined approximately 18 percent
between 19 80 and 1990. The Lower Ninth Ward neighborhood
experienced the most dramatic decrease in population, with a loss
of 4,600 persons or 22.1 percent of its population. The Holy Cross
neighborhood had the smallest change, los ing only 381 people or 5.9
percent of its population. The percentage decreases of population
in the Bywater and St . Claude were 19.1 percent and 17 . 2 percent,
re spectively .
Based on population data,
the Holy Cross
neighborhood appears
to be the most stable of the four
neighborhoods in the IHNC area.
The overall population of the area cont inues to increase in
age. The percentage of the population under 18 declined from 34 .1
percent in 19 85, as reported by the Regional Planning Commission,
to 32.5 percent in 1990, as reported in the 1990 census.
Bywater
has the smallest percentage of persons under 18 (27 . 8 percent), and
St. Claude has the largest percentage (35.1 perce nt).
In 199 0, the black population reported by the Census
represented 88.8 percent of the total population in the IHNC Lock
area. The white population r epresented 10.3 percent of the total,
a nd other races comprised the remaining 0.9 percent .
The Lower
Ninth Ward has the l argest percentage of total population which is
black with 99.1 percent .
Bywater has the smallest percentage of
black population with 65 . 4 percent .
Ha lf of the households in the IHNC area are headed by fema les.
This compares to 44 percent in Orleans Parish as a whole.
The
highest percentage of female heads of household is in the St .
Claude n eighborhood where 52 percent are in this category . In one
Census tract within the St. Claude neighborhood, more than 9 0
percent of the heads of household are female.
Populati on densities have not changed significant ly since the
1980 census . The area has an overall density of 13.8 persons per
acre. In 1980 there were 14.5 persons per acre.
The communities adjacent to the IHNC are fragi le and in a
state of transition. This is evidenced by the loss in population
in the 1980's and the increase in vacancy of dwelling units . I t
will be neces sary to initiate mitigation p r i or to actual project
cons truc tion in order for the community to withs tand the impacts
associated with the pro ject .
4
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COMMUNITY CONCERNS

Throughout the history of this project there has been heated
debate about the project impacts.
There has been concern and
opposition to almost every proposal ever advanced to rep lac e or
improve the existing antiquated facilities. Within the community
there has been a fear of the project because of the potential
disruption and inconveniences that would be inflicted on the
community.
The neighborhoods adjacent to the IHJ:IJC have openly expressed
their concerns.
As an example, the Bywater Neighborhood, in
response to the scoping input request in 1988 , indicated that they
are "gravely concerned with any and all proposals that would cause
increased vehicular traff ic in our area, noise pollution, air
pollution, litter, ground vibration, roadway deterioration, and
greater levels of hazardous material transportation."
They also
pointed out the historic nature of their neighborhood and National
Register lis ting.
The City of New Orleans, City Planning Commission also went on
record saying, "It is also important that all impacts be identified
so that mitigating measures can be devised to address any negative
impacts.
Any mitigating measures should result in a net
improvement to the neighborhood, not just a restoration to
conditions that existed before the project." Their letter went on
to say "While . . . there is a serious need for improvements to the
MR-GO, . . . it is necessary that the interests of the neighborhood
be kept in mind."
With the initiation of the Neighborhood Working Group (NWG)
process in 1991 (explained in more detail later in this appendix),
it quickly became evident that all of the neighborhoods did not
favor the lock project.
Among the opinions voiced was that many
people thought there was a cloud hanging over the area since about
1960 when planning for a new lock began and the IHNC was targeted
as a potential site.
Some even look upon the lock replacement
project to be like a cancer in remission; it keeps flaring up every
once in a while but never goes away. It has been alleged that the
periodic publicity about proposals being considered for the area
has caused considerable damage in the communities to date (i.e. decline in property values, increase in vacant and abandoned
properties, the re luctance of lending institutions to extend
maintenance and rehabilitation monies, etc. ). In spite of this, it
was generally agreed that we would discuss the project and work
together to try to develop the best mitigation plan possible at the
IHJ:IJC .
Using the GCR Report as a source document, the NWG discussed
several categories of i mpacts . During the course of discussions a
mutual respect developed among those within the working group.
Numerous issues of concern to the neighborhoods quickly emerged .
Some of these include the following:
- None wanted a mid- or high-level bridge at St. Claude.
They voiced concerns that such a bridge would create safety
5

problems in the neighborhood because of the schools located
along or in close proximity to St . Claude . They expressed
concern about the vi sual impact o f s uch a s tructur e being
imposed in the area and mentioned the increased emissions
potential and degradation of air qual ity .
- No ise from construction activity would be extremely
d isruptive to everyone, including school .
- There were concerns about crime in the area and relate d
police and emergency services.
- The y wanted jobs and training.
- They expressed concern tha t the City and other levels of
government had basical ly ignored their needs in the past.
- Transportation improvements was another item of concern.
- Concern about declining property values (Perception that
the project will devalue their property).
- Concern about the durat ion of proj ec t cons tructi on.
- They requested that the Corps develop a p l an for North of
Claiborne Avenue .
At the reques t of the Port and local elected of ficial s the
working group effort was suspended while the n orth of Claiborne
Avenue plan was be ing developed and resumed in 1994 with the Port
serving as the lead agency .
During the period when the working
g roup effort s were held in abeyance, the Corps developed the North
o f Claiborne Avenue Plan and incorporated ne ighborhood concerns
identified by the working group. It was recogn ized that to be
effective, the mitiga tion plan must address the community needs, as
well as the consequences as sociated wi th the project's construction
activity.
The proposed mitigat ion plan must compensate the
community for the inconveniences assoc iated with the construction
of the project.
With a renewed working group effort, the more difficul t t ask
o f identifying communi ty needs and concerns was accomplished .
After a series of heated meetings and much discu ss ion, needs and
concerns were identified which formed the basis for the mitigation
plan that evo l ved. Even though the proposed lock replacement plan
wi l l not physically relocate residents, it still impacts the
neighborhoods in the community on each side of t he IHNC.
From
their perspective some of the po tentia l problems that will be
compl icated by construction of the proposed new lock projec t are :
inconveniences (loss of time and money) due to bridge
operations and outages ,
isolation from the major p ar t of the city for those on the
east side of the canal,
potential population loss, particularl y of those who grew
up in the Lower Ninth Ward, and
difficulty in reaching medical services, espec ially in
emergency situations.
In addi tion , there is a perception that cons truct ion of the
project will contribute to increases in abandoned houses, decrease
the possibility of occupancy in abandoned houses, along with
decreases in property values and increases in crime, drug houses,
and u nemployment.
6
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Being sensitive to the opinions and concerns of the
neighborhood residents greatly assists in understanding why and
what types of mitigation is needed.
In addition to the NWG
meetings , the Ho l y Cross Neighborhood Association submitted a
letter report in March 1994 detailing their recommendations related
to the mitigation of the impacts of the proposed new lock project
on their community.
Their report reflects their sensitivity for
the historic nature of their neighborhood, property values,
neighborhood amenities,
transportation,
security,
and
the
importance of the historic Holy Cross school as both the
community's largest employer as well as its educational importance
to . the metropolitan area. Needs and concerns about other schools
in the area were also identified. The working draft plan that has
evolved into the project mitigation plan incorporates many of their
recommendations.

(

BASIS FOR MITIGATION PLANNING
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Mitigation planning originated with the recognition of a range
of severe adverse impacts that were associated with the previously
proposed construction of a replacement lock 200 feet east of the
existing lock structure on the IHNC.
The acute, pervasive, and
disruptive nature of these impacts required community involvement
in mitigation planning.
Beginning in 1988, with responses to the scoping input
request, the Corps became cognizant of the specific concerns of
neighborhood residents in the vicinity of the IHNC. These have been
discussed in the previous section.
Implementation of the 200-foot East plan, identified in 1990
as the tentatively selected plan, would have resulted in
substantial residential relocation, exposure of the adjacent
community to sustained, unacceptable levels of construction noise,
and prolonged traffic congestion associated with the replacement of
two vehicular bridges that span the canal .
Recognizing that lock construction at this location would
greatly impact the neighboring community, the New Orleans District
commissioned Gregory C. Rigarner and Associates, Inc. (GCR) to
prepare a socio-economic impact evaluation and mitigation plan for
the five (5) alternative locations being considered at the time.
GCR assembled a study team comprised of members of its staff and
supplemented with experts from the University of New Orleans (UNO)
and Southern University New Orleans (SUNO). The team quickly
concluded that the order of magnitude of the impacts associated
with the alternative locations at the IHNC being considered were
similar and that the area impacted varied with the location;
however, the impact on the receptors was similar under all
alternatives. GCR concluded that due to the duration and intensity
of the project as proposed at that time, pre-project mitigation is
warranted to improve the area and, thereby, prepare it to meet the
consequences associated with the construction of the proposed
7

facility.
It was also their strong recommendation that
consideration be given to the location in the IHNC between Florida
Avenue and Claiborne Avenue because construc t ing the new lock at
this location would impact fewer area residents.
GCR further
concluded that a north of Claiborne Avenue location would reduce
right-of-way requirements and enhance the ability to confine the
project's construction activity to an isolated area. They also
conc l uded that it was possible to mitigate the consequences
associated with the construction of the new facility north of
Claiborne Avenue and to improve the area through a comprehensive
mitigation program, inc l uding pre - project mi tigation.

(

CONGRESSIONAL DIRECTION

Both the U. S . House of Representatives and U.S. Senate
Appropriations Committees recognized the potential impact of the
lock replacement project. In their reports accompanying the Fiscal
Year 1991 Appropriations Bill, they directed the Corps to establish
a community participation process to involve all stakeholders in
the plan formulation of this project.
The committee reports
specifically ins t ructed the Corps to give maximum con sideration t o
the selection of a construction site on the IHNC which would
minimize adverse impacts to residences and businesses while meeting
the goa l of improving waterborne commerce.
Nati onal policy i nherent in the National Environmental Policy
Act and in 40 CFR Part 1500 . 2 Paragraph (f} which states "Use all
practicable means, consistent with the requirements of the act and
other essential considerations of nation al policy, to restore a nd
enhance the quality of the human environment and avoid or minimize
any possible adverse effects of their actions upon the human
environment". Recognizing this and given the unique circumstances
associated with this project, a shift in focu s from the n atural
environment to the social environment required a corresponding
departure from the traditional methods of environmental impact
analysis and mitigation planning.
In v i ew of these circumstances
and in accordance with guidance contained in the committee reports
accompanying the FY-91 Appropriations Act, a b r oad based conununity
participation process was establ i shed by the Corps to assist in the
development of a general mitigation package as an integral part of
the lock replacement p l an .

(

EVOLUTION OF MITIGATION PLANNING

In response to the Congressional guidance, the New Orleans
District, in cooperation with the Port of New Or l eans, es t abl ished
the Industrial Canal Lock Advisory Council.
Membership of this
council consisted of 15 members representing
the affected
neighborhoods (4), businesses (3), the maritime community (4), and
elected officials
(4).
The purpose was
to assure full
participation by all elements of the affected community in the
8
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development of a comprehensive p lan for the replacement of the
existing Indus trial Canal Lock.
Two contentious mee tings were held in February and June 1991.
Both meetings were attended by neighborhood residents that
underscored the sensitivity of the neighborhoods to the lock
project. They also expressed extreme displeasure with the makeup of
the Council and the way they perceived they were being railroaded.
The lack of progress by the Council prompted the Corps to try a
more direct approach in communicating with neighborhood people.
The Distric t established a Neighborhood Working Group (NWG}
comprised of representatives of the Corps, the Por t of New Orleans,
th~ local neighborhood and business associations, the City Planning
Commission, the Historic Districts Landmarks Commission, and the
Regional Planning Commission in order to exchange information,
solicit community views, and advise the District Engine er on
matters pertaining to the project.
Beginning in August of 1991 and continuing through the
remainder o f that year, the Corps conducted a series of meetings of
the NWG.
The NWG met every other week to discuss all aspects of
the then tentatively selected plan (the 200-foot east site) and to
identify and investigate the range of mitigation required as a
prelude to the development of a project mitigation plan. A summary
of the meetings is included in Exhibit I. The GCR report was used
as a basis for discussion. The NWG discussed the potential for a
mit igation plan that would include substantial, community-wide
infrastructure enhancement as a form of pre-project, out-of-kind
compensation for residual impacts which could not be directly
mitigated . However,
continued local opposition to the site
precluded the development of a comprehensive community mitigation
plan for the 200-foot East location. Utilizing the GCR Report as a
basis for focusing discussion on mitigation,
the leaders of the
Holy Cross, Bywater, and Lower Ninth Ward neighborhood associations
and the St. Claude Business Association repeatedly asked the Corps
why a location in the Industrial Canal north of Claiborne Avenue,
identified in the GCR report, was not presented as an alternative
construction site since thi s had the pot ential to signi fi cantly
reduce project related impacts on the communi ty.
Although the Corps explained that previous design studies
showed lock construction at this location would be more costly, and
would have required closure of the Industrial Canal for up to 6
years, community representatives ins isted that the North of
Claiborne Avenue site represented the least objectionable location
from a community impact standpoint. Please note, however, this did

not constitute an endorsement of the proiect by the NWG, only a
shift of focus to another location. Community leaders also voiced
strong opposition to a mid-level replacement bridge at St. Claude
Avenue, asserting that only a project including a low- l evel St.
Claude Avenue bridge could ever gain community acceptance.
As a result of these deliberations, the Corps agreed to
further investigate the prospect of constructing a replacement lock
north of Claiborne Avenue with a low-level replacement bridge at
St. Claude Avenue .

(
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FORMULATION OF A NEW NORTH OF CLAIBORNE AVENUE PLAN

Between January 1992 and August 1993, a period during which
the neighborhood working group forum was i n abeyance, t he Corps
deve loped a new plan for constructing a replacement lock at the
north of Claiborne Avenue location (See Plate A-2) . This new plan
consisted of construct ing a lock chamber tha t is prefabricated at
an off-site location, float i ng the lock chamber to the site in
three sections, and placing it on a prepared foundation.
A
temporary bypass channel around the proposed n e w lock construction
s ite will allow for continued u se of the IHNC for navigation during
construction. Also included i n the project will be reconstruction
of the flood protection (levees and floodwalls) to accommodate the
higher Mississippi River stages, a new low-level bridge at St.
Claude Ave nue, and replacement of the towers and lif t span on the
Claiborne Avenue bridge.
A temporary navigation bypass channel
around the existing lock will be constructed to allow for continued
use of the waterway during demolition of the existing l ock .
Mooring facilities will then b e constructed in the channel where
the old lock was s ituated.
The Corps determined that the impacts associated with the
200-foot east plan were not amenable to fu ll, direct mitigation and
that an extensive program of general mitigation would be
insufficient to restore to the community a quality of life that
prevailed prior to proj ect cons truction.
Therefore, the 200-foot
plan was judged to be unimplementable because it no longer met NED
criteria .
As a result, the North of Claibor ne Avenue plan
represented the only implementable construction alternative for a
replacement lock on the Industrial Canal . These conclusions were
documented in a mini -report entit led Mississippi River-Gulf Outlet,
New Lock and Connecting Channels, Louisiana: Eva luation Study.
This report, which was prepared as a part of a broader analysis,
was completed in October 1992 and approved by Headquarters of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in March 1993. The results of that
"mini - report" are included in Volume I, the Main Report and
Envirorunental Impact Statement of t his Evaluation Report .
The plan that was developed for the North of Claiborne Avenue
location eliminates displacement of people and substantially
reduces some of the major project-related impacts in the area,
such as construction related noise and traffic congestion.
The
Corps' decis i on to exclusively consider the North of Claiborne
Avenue location, therefore, fu lf illed the congressional mandate to
give maximum consideration to lock replacement alternatives which
minimizes residential and business disruption while meeting the
goal of improv ing waterborne commerce.
The remaining work for the neighborhood working group
consisted of developing a compr ehens ive needs inventory that served
as the framework for a plan to identify and mitigate an array of
project impacts of reduced scope .
For thi s purpose,
the
neighborhood working group meetings were resumed in August 199 3.
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MITIGATION PLANNING FOR THE NORTH OF CLAIBORNE AVENUE SITE

(

(
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Chaired by the Port of New Orleans, the local project sponsor,
the neighborhood working group reconvened with a view to solici t
ideas from community representatives for developing a comprehensive
mitigation plan that would be based upon a revised set of project
impacts that, in turn, would be identified by the working group.
Exhibit II contains a list of the initial neighborhood working
group members. These meet ings have been opened to the public and
many other individuals have attended the meetings at various times
and expressed their views. Also, representatives of the different
groups have changed over time.
During the course of the Neighborhood Working Group (NWG)
efforts, both the Corps and Port listened and learned much about
the concerns of the local residents.
Again they stated their
continued opposition to the project but willingness to talk. There
were strong feeli ngs among the local populace that the long period
of planning for a lock replacement has, in itself, contributed to
the stiffled growth and/or redevelopment within the neighborhoods
adjacent to the IHNC Lock. It is difficult, if not impossible, to
ascertain just what impact the long, drawn- out bureaucratic
proces ses have had on the area. What is certain is that the
res idents certainly perceive and believe that this has occurred.
Residents are sincere in their beliefs and are primarily
concerned with the basics of survival in the contemporary local
urban environment.
Some of the needs identified by the group
included housing improvements, jobs, improved public services
(including police and fire protection), improved emergency and
medical services, improved educational and training opportunities,
improved recreation opportunities and facilities, street and
drainage improvements, transportation improvements, etc.
With this in mind, there is still a very strong sense of
community,
particularly
in
the
Holy
Cross
and
Bywater
neighborhoods, where people have a keen sense and awareness of
their historical heri tage. Residents of these neighborhoods have
indicated that they would like to preserve the historical and
cultural attributes of their neighborhoods and further develop the
potential of their historical heritage.
In the Lower Ninth Ward
there is als o a sense of community pride with t he recent completion
of the new Martin Luther King Middle School for Science and
Technology .
On the basis of the NWG meetings (See Exhibit III for meeting
summaries), which included recommendations by the Holy Cross
Neighborhood Association (See Exhibit V) and numerous other
suggestions by neighborhood working group members and others, a
working draft proposed mitigation plan for the IHNC Lock
Replacement project was developed. (See Exhibit IV.)
That draft
proposal served as the basis upon which the Corps formulated a
comprehensive project mitigation plan that incorporates many of the
ideas, concerns, and desi res of the local residents . The action by
the Corps to not only consider, but to include the input from the
working group in the preparation of a comprehensive plan complies
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with the guidance outlined in the FY 1991 reports of the House and
Senate Appropriations Committees . Consequently, the selection of
the North of Claiborne Avenue site, which was strongly suggested by
the NWG, coupled with the process used to develop the project
mitigation plan ful filled the Congressional guidance.
In addition to the neighborhood working group, the Corps also
established a navigation working group comprised of navigation
interests.
This working group included representatives of the
American Waterways Operators,
the Gulf
Intracoastal Canal
Association, the New Orleans Steamship Association, the U. S. Coast
Guard, the industries along the impacte d portion of the IHNC, the
Governor's Task Force on Maritime Affairs, the Port of New Orleans,
and others. Discussions with this group led to the development of
by-pass channels around the new lock construction site and around
the existing lock during the demolition phase. Feedback from this
working group was critical in developing a plan north of Claiborne
Avenue
that
was
acceptable
to
navigation
i nterests
and
s igni ficantly less disruptive to the surrounding community .

(

IHNC LOCK REPLACEMENT MITIGATJ:ON PLAN

The selection of the Nor th of Claiborne Avenue site has
reduced the scope of project impacts to the degree that mitigation
planning foc used primarily, though not e xclusively, in the areas of
improved normal construction procedures and direct mitigation. In
fact, the North of Claiborne Avenue site affords the opportunity to
minimize a program of general mitigation, or compensa tion, through
the implementation of a construction plan that more effectively
avoids the impacts that were inevitable for the previously proposed
200-foot East plan.
In this sense, the effectiveness of the
mitigation plan is significantly enhanced.
The project mitigation plan distinguished among the three
levels of mitigation. Avoidance Measures refer to actions taken by
the Corps that avoid adverse construction impacts. These actions
are incorporated into the construction plan and represent prudent
and innovative engineering design and construction practice. There
being a t echnical limit to impact avoidance through normal
procedures, direc t mitigation measures (minimization of impacts)
are then required to render the remaining adverse project impacts
less severe or to eliminate them where possible.
Once impact
avoidance measures and direct mitigation are applied, a set of
res idual impacts that cannot be avoided or minimized remain.
At
this point, these residual impacts must be identified, and a
program o f general mitigation will be require d to compensate the
af fe cted community on a scale commensurate with the level of
r esidual impacts.
This i ncludes t he inconveniences suffered by
the community over the long period of project construction. Many
of the proposed measures are out of kind measures requiring a
cer tain amount o f empathy and judgment to ascertain reasonabl e ness.
The magnitude of general mi ti gation is scaled to the anticipated
severity of the res idual social impac ts .
12
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Most important, since the project mitigation plan is weighted
toward the prevention of impacts {under normal construction
procedures) and the minimi zation of impacts {through direct
mitigation), the Corps retains the ability to implement most of the
plan through various construction procedures and specifications.
This ability ensures greater timeliness in project implementation
and reduces its complexity. However, implementation of the general
mitigation features of the plan will require local support to
ensure timely implementation and continued operation of these
features.
The North of Claiborne Avenue plan consists of constructing a
lock chamber that is prefabricated at an off-site location,
floating the lock chamber to the site in three sections, and
placing it on a prepared foundation.
A temporary bypass channel
around the new lock site wil l allow for continued use of the IHNC
for navigation .
Also included in the project will be
reconstruction of the flood protection (levees and floodwalls) to
accommodate the higher Mississippi River stages, a new low-level
bridge at St. Claude Avenue, and replacement of the towers and lift
span on the Claiborne Avenue bridge. A temporary navigation bypass
channel around the existing lock will be constructed to allow for
continued use of the waterway during demolition of the existing
lock. Mooring facilities will then be constructed in the channel
where the old lock was situated.
At no time during construction
will more than one bridge be out of service.
This construction
plan effectively addresses the three categories of project impacts
that are of most concern to the affected community :
1. Residential Dislocation.
The North of Claiborne Avenue plan requires that ~
residential structures be acquired for either lock or bridge
construction. However, some residents directly adjacent to the St.
Claude Avenue east approach ramp may choose to be temporarily
relocated during construction of that bridge.
2. Construction Nois e .
Virtually all of the adjoining community will be spared the
unacceptable levels of construction-related noise. Plate A-3 shows
the potential noise impacts {worst case scenario) .
This is made
possible by the following features of the construction plan:
a . The prefabr icated, float-in design of the lock will reduce
on-site construction noise that is associated with the lock chamber
construction.
The prefabrication technique also reduces the
duration of on-site construction.
b. The "soil founded" lock design {constructing the lock on
a prepared foundation instead of conventional construction on a
pile foundation) will significantly reduce the magnitude of the
pile driving program from approximately 2,000-3,000 piles to less
than 100 piles for the lock structure itself {See Plate A-4).

(
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c.
The location of the lock construction site on the
Industrial Canal, north of Claiborne Avenue, will be sufficiently
removed from residential areas so that, with additional noises uppression measures on-site, most residents should not be exposed
to unacceptable levels of construction-related noise.

(

d. The Claiborne Avenue Bridge wi ll not be replaced under the
tentatively selected plan. Instead, the lift span will be replaced
and the towers will be raised.
This avoids all pi l e driving
associated with construction of new bridge approaches and most pile
driving related to the bridge foundation (See Plate A-4) .
e.
The St. Claude Avenue Bridge will be replaced as a lowrise structure, double bascule rather than a mid-rise structure .
This will reduce the duration of pile driving associated with the
construction of the bridge and the shorter approaches, and the
number of res idents exposed to construction-related noise will
decrease (See Plate A-5} .
f.
Contractors have the technical capability thru noise
suppressors and the contractual obligation to ensure that a l l
construction noise does not exceed specific, measurable levels at
identifiable distances from the construction site.
3.

Traffic Congestion.
Traf fie congestion will be experienced for a shorter period of
time through the following features of the construction plan:

a.
The duration of bridge closures would be limited to a
maximum of 39 months, while the realistic potential remains for
reducing the period of closure to about 30 months. The replacement
of the St. Claude Avenue Bridge with a low rise structure requires
a 24-month closure period which is significantly less than the 54month closure period associated with a mid-rise bridge.
While
current estimates suggest that the need to reinforce the Claiborne
Avenue Bri dge foundation will require a 15- month c l osure, the
prospect exists that detailed construction planning for the bridge
could result in reducing closure to about 6 months.
In addition, the new bridge at St. Claude Avenue will be
designed to accommodate light rail (Streetcars} at some future
point in time. The existing bridge did have them at one time, and
there has been some discussion in recent years of reintroducing
street cars in parts of the city where they once existed.
This
could be a catalyst for redevelopment of improved, more efficient
public transportation.
It should be noted, however, that only
rails will be provided on the bridge and approaches but full
implementation of streetcars across the IHNC, at St. Claude, is not
part of the mitigation plan.

(

b. The location of the construction site north of Claiborne
Avenue will allow the creation of a construction staging area on
the west side of the Industrial Canal that is isolated from
14
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residential areas .
Specific routes for construction-related
traffic will be assigned; thus, traff ic congestion within the
adjacent community will be further reduced.
c. Linking West Judge Perez Drive and St. Bernard Highway to
Florida Avenue (a new high rise bridge over the IHNC at Florida
Avenue is proposed by the State of Louisiana) with a new roadway
through an undeveloped tract in St. Bernard Parish is part of the
project and will provide a readily accessible detour route for
commuter traffic .
This new route is designed to reduce traffic
congestion by drawing commuter traffic away from Caf fin Avenue and
Tupelo Street, major streets which lie within a predominately
residential area which would probably be used as detours without
any new detour route.
This new detour route will also attract
commuter traffic that current l y uses local residential streets to
reach Florida Avenue.

(

d.
Residual traffic congestion will be reduced through the
implementation of a comprehensive traffic management plan that will
incorporate all the traffic control recommendations made by the
Regional Planning Commission in a study that was conducted for the
Corps .
The traffic management plan will include all measures (such as
an incident management plan,
computerized signalization and
information signs and additional traffic off icers) that preserve,
to the maximum extent possible, the current level of service that
the bridges provide to all users (public transportation, emergency
service, school transportation, pedestrians, etc.).
I.

I MPACT AVOIDANCE

Impact. avo idance refers to actions taken by the Corps that are
designed to avoid adverse construction impacts and which represent
prudent and innovative engineering design and construction
practice.
These actions are incorporated into the construction
plan and are independent of any other set of mitigation measures.
These actions are required because construction will be taking
place in an urban environment and, as such, qualify as mitigation.
Inc luded in the mitigation plan are the following avoidance
measures listed by impact:
1. Noise.
a.
Conduct a pre-construction pile test using a vari ety of
pile drivers at selected locations in order to measure noise levels
and delineate the area exposed to an "unacceptable" level of noise
which is defined as the 65 Ldn contour (or comparable level) .
b.
Include a provision in the contract specifications
limiting noise to certain levels at given distances from the
construction site.

(
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The standard would generally allow no "unacceptable" noise
leve ls attributable to lock or bridge construction to invade
residential areas.
With r espect to the St. Claude Avenue Bridge
approaches, the standard would limi t the exposur e to high noise
levels (above 65 Ldn or equivalent) to those structures adjacent to
the construction s ite, if the total elimination of noise is not
p ossible.
While t he contractor would be given discretion in the
manner of compliance with the standard, the form of compliance
would likely include the employment of specialized, quiete r
equipment, remote deployment or i solation of some equipment , and
the placement o f baffle walls or other sound absorption devices.

(

c. Include contract specifications to verify the containment
of noise levels .
Contractors would be required to use noise
monitoring equipment to verify adherence to contract specifications
that limi t the unacceptable levels of noise at given distances fr om
construction sites.
d.
Contract specifications will requi re the use of a
vibratory hammer or other pile driving equipment that is designed
to minimize noise emissions.
This will depend somewhat on the
results of the pile tests previously mentioned.
Recognizing the adverse i mpacts associated with pile driving
with standard e quipment wi thin an urban envi ronment,
the
construction i ndustry and construction equipment manufacturers
have,
in recent years,
modified pile driving t echnology .
Specialized pile drivers significantly r educe noise, particularly
for jobs that require relatively small p iles as is typically
required for t he construction of floodwalls and bridge approaches.

(

e. Designate specific routes for constructi on-related traf fic
away from resident ial and commercial areas and designate locations
for construction staging areas away from heavily populated areas.
2. Transportation.
a. Specific routes for construction-related traffic would be
designated in order to a void congestion.
(See le above)
b. Repair damage to roads caused by a ny and all construct ion
activities, including detour routes.
c. Construct a permanent detour route for use during proj ect
construction including bridge closures. A new detour route would
be cons tructed to link West Judge Perez and St. Bernard Highway
with Florida Avenue .
This will improve circulation of commuter
traffic during projec t construction, inc luding periods of bridge
closure, and it will help to relieve neighborhood traffic
conge s tion .
d.
Appropriat e detour signage will be erected in order to
preserve acces s to loca l streets during per iods when individual
streets may be closed due to utility relocations .
16
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3. Aesthe tics.
a.
The area b etween the new lock and the existing levee
protection system and between Claiborne Avenue and Flori da Avenue
will be backfilled af ter t he navigation bypass channel is no longer
needed.
The backfilled area wi ll be protected by tying the lock
wal l s to the Claiborne Avenue and Florida Avenue bridges on the
east side and the Claiborne Avenue Bridge on the west side. This
gree n space would add muc h needed open space to an area of dense
urban development . Within a limited por tion of the n ewly created
area, open fields, ball fields, bike/walking p aths, playground
facilities, and tot lots are options available for possible
devel opment if an appropriate non- Federal agency is willing to
operate and maintain s uch fac i lities .
The specific plan for
development of the area wil l be addres sed in a future design
document. Community a nd neig hborhood interests will be consul ted
during the d etailed planning for this open space. Lands caped areas
with sidewalks, benches, and water founta i ns are ancillary
facilities that can be deve loped to complement the primary
develop ment.
b.
Improve or add l ighting along designated detour routes,
including both existing streets and new r outes . This lighting will
improve night time aesthetics and offer added safety and security
for adjacent residents.

(

c.
Areas around l evees, fl oodwalls, and bridge approaches
will be landscaped. Various species of trees, shrubs, and ground
cover will be used. Flowering trees and shrubs will be planted in
areas where structural elements such as bridge approaches and
f loodwalls are to be constructed.
Vegetation will soften visual
impacts associated with these construct ion elements wi thin the
neighborhoods.
d.
Textured surfaces will be used o n the e xteriors of
floodwalls, bridge approaches, and bridge piers .
These textured
surfaces will add v isual appe al and interest to concrete surfaces
viewed by neighborhood residents . Interesting shadow pat terns and
textured variety will i mprove aesthetic design quality.
4. Emplovment .
Contract specifications will inc lude a requirement to hire
a portion of the l abor from the local work force in order to
achieve minority and local resident par ticipat ion goals . Residents
will be notified well in advanc e of project construction that
contract speci fi cations will require hiring of workers from the
adj acent communi ty. We will e nsure that the local residents will
be provided a list of job skills that wi l l be required and training
opportunities so that interested residents may pursue training that
may be necessary.
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5. Air Quality.
Contract specifications will include a requirement to comply
with Federal and State Air Quality Standards and preserve air
quality within specified levels.
The contractor will be required to monitor air quality levels
in order to verify compliance .
Measures to preserve air quality
may include the wetting of levees, construct ion roads, and other
construction sites in order to reduce dus t.
6. Safety.
Safety will be emphasized throughout construction of
pr9 ject . The following specific measures wi ll be included:

(

the

a. Media notices will be issued to ensure that local citizens
are apprised of construction activities .
b. Lighting will be installed at all construction s ites, as
might be appropriate.
c.
sites .

Signs, markers, a nd fe nces wi ll be erected at construction

7 . Cultural Resources.
A recordation program to document structures with historical
significance will be accomplished in consultation with the State
Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO ), the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation, and the New Orleans Historic Dis tricts
Landmarks Commission.
The IHNC Lock, the Claiborne Avenue Bridge and the St. Claude
Avenue Bridge are eligible for inclusion on the National Register
of Hi storic Places .
Mitigation for removal of the se struc tures
consists of preparing a permanent historical record of the i r
structural and architectural features. The lock and bridge will be
documented to meet standards of the Historic American Engineering
Record (HAER) . Consultation with the HAER has determined that the
appropriate level of documentation is HAER Level II . HAER Level II
documentation consists of engineering drawings, photographs of the
structures, and wri tten documentation of the structures a nd their
history. The Galvez S treet Wharf is also eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places and wi ll also be documented to HAER
standards.
The tentative selection of the North o f Claiborne Avenue plan
effectively eliminates most of the project impacts on the Holy
Cross and Bywater Historic Dis tricts .
II .

(

DI RECT MITIGATION { I MPACT MINIMIZATI ON)

Direct mitigation refers to actions take n by the Corps to
minimize those adverse direct impacts which remain following the
impleme ntation of the normal procedures that are described in the
previous sec tion on.
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The direc t mitiga tion p lan consists of the fo llowing measure s,
again listed by impact :
1. Noise.
Any residential or conunercial structures that lie within high
levels of noi se (above 65 Ldn) wil l be soundproofed to the extent
possible .
It may not be possible to entirely eliminate all high
noise levels under normal procedures. It is es timated that about
150 housing units would be impacted by noise from bridge
construction.
Soundproofing measures could include ins talling
insulation where needed or addi ng air conditioning so houses will
not have to b e ope ned during construction .
The hours of pile driving and heavy truck hauling on
designated routes wil l be r estricted to no more than 10 hours per
day.
Pile driving f or the new low level St . Claude Avenue Bridge
will b e scheduled during the sununer to minimize nois e impacts on
schools.
Temporary relocation of residents during periods of high noi se
related activities may be required .
This will be optional for
residents inunediately adjacent to the cons truction activi ty .

(

2. Transportation.
a. Traff ic signals wil l be synchronized to facilitat e traff ic
movement across the Indus trial Canal.
In addition, a minimum o f
four computerized message boards, l ocated on St . Claude and
Claiborne Avenues on both sides of the canal, will be erected.
These mes sage boards will help inform conunut ers of probl em areas
before they encounter the conges tion.
b. An Incident Management Plan (IMP) , which includes a police
detail and two trucks that operate on standby dur ing peak traffic
hours for acc ident reporting and r esponse , will be implemented and
in force during peri ods of bridge closure .
c.
Van shuttle service to acc onunoda te pedestrian t raffic
ac ross the IH:N'C wi ll be i mplemented on St. Claude Avenue during
closure of the St. Claude Avenue Bridge .
This service will consist of two 12 - p assenger vans operat ing
from 6 a.m . to 10 p.m., seven days a week . The service is designed
to shuttle pedestrians between the eastern and western termini of
the St. Claude Avenue Bridge approaches . The route would be nonstop and free of c harge. The Corps would contract the service to
local companies that employ area residents.
d. Emergency re sponse capabilities (police, medical and fire)
wi l l be preserved during bridge closures by supplement i ng existing
services and modifying the 911 address-based direc tory of emergency
services.
The exi sting police substation in the Sanchez Center on the
east side of the IHNC will be utilized to serve the east-side
neighborhoods.
The pro ject will assist in inc reasing protection

(
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for the neighborhoods by providing supplemental funding fo r
equipment and staff ing of the sub-s tation during the 4-5 year
period of br idge improvements proposed for construction act ivity at
St. Claude and Claiborne Avenues. An emergency medical service
ambul ance will also be available dur ing this period. Coordination
with the New Or leans Fi re Departme nt will b e undertaken to
determine i f their existing continge ncy plan is sufficient for
dea ling with relatively long periods of bridge closure. If not, an
additional truck, and manpower to operate it , will be added to the
existing fire stat ions on each side of the canal.

(

e. A hurricane/emergency evacuation contingency plan will be
coordinated wi th the City o f New Orleans, Office of Emergency
Preparedness, to ensure that adequate plans are in p lace to
acconunodate residents in the event of a hurricane during periods of
bridge closure.
f.
Additional school c rossing guards will be stationed on
each side of the canal on des ignated detour routes where school
crossing guards are not currently sta t ioned.
In addition,
pedestrian crosswalks with appropriate markings will be added to
major st ree ts on both sides of the canal.
g.
A total of five miles of local streets that will serve
construc tion-related traffi c will be resurfaced prior to ini tiation
of p roject construction.
Site specific plans wil l be determined
during f uture studies. In addi tion, approximately two (2) miles of
streets not designated as detour routes that are parallel to or
adj acent to Tupelo and Caffin Avenue will be r esurfaced .
These
stree t s are expected to experience increased traffic from commuters
seeking alternate routes from the detour route.
Maintenance of
these streets during the project construction period will also be
provided.

(

h . Contract specifica tions will require that as much material
and equipment as possible be moved by barge.
This will include
demo lition debris from the east side buildings, the Galvez Street
Wharf, the U.S. Coast Guard Station, and the existing lock.
i.
Four traffic control o ffi cers (two on each side of the
canal) will be added to facilitate the flow of traffic on detour
routes during peak traf fie hours during the periods of bridge
closures.
j .
Interference with neighborhood traf fi c by cons truct ion
employee-related traffic will be limited.
An area on the eas t side o f the IHNC (not yet s ite specific)
will be prepared fo r the parking o f employees involved in
construct ing levees a nd f loodwalls .
This area wil l be fenced in
and patrolled by security personnel.
A shuttle service will be ·
provided to transport workers from the parking area to the
cons truct ion sites . A cleared area on the west side of the IHNC at
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Galvez Street will serve as a dedicated parking area for lock and
bridge construction personnel.
This area will also double as a
staging area for lock construction.

(

k. Remedial actions to address the expected delays in school
bussing will be coordinated with the major metropolitan school in
the area, the Holy Cross School.
Actions may include, if necessary, monetary compensation for
actual demonstrated losses in enrollment attributable to bussing
delays or other transportation r ela ted delays as a result of
project construction ( 60 % of the enrollment is transported by
bu$ses and any further delays to an already lengthy commute may
discourage enrollment, and not just for the two years of bridge
closure but for 4-6 years thereafter) . During bridge construct ion ,
reimbursement fo r higher costs of operating busses that will have
to travel longer distances us ing the detour rout es will be provided
(this will also be given to local neighborhood schools, if
required). In addition, we will provide an operational subsidy to
pay for increased bus service to and from the Chalmette Ferry on
both banks of the Mississippi River (25% of Holy Cross's enrollment
comes from the west bank of the river) during the bridge
construction period.
1. Additional operating costs that will be incurred for
detouring public transportation will be reimbursed to the Regional
Transit Authority {RTA). Exhibit IV presents the RTA • s comments on
t he proposed Lock replacement plan.

(

m.
The RTA will be reimbursed for actual demons trated lost
revenues from reduced {or lost) ridership during periods of bridge
·closur e.
n. Through arrangements with the RTA, a plan for subs idi zed
fares for local residents who are inconvenienced or who no longer
use public transportation as a consequence of bus rerouting will be
implemented.
Just over 20% of the households in the area do not
own an automobile.
Explore a plan with the RTA, again through
subsidized fares or other means, to encourage greater use of public
transportation during periods of bridge closure; thus, traffi c
congestion wi ll be alleviated .
In addition, a park and ride
station on the east side of the canal will be provided.
o.
Since, in the period following project completion, the
Claiborne Avenue Bridge will require more frequent openings and,
therefore, indu ce greater traffic congestion on Claiborne Avenue,
construction of the permanent detour route connecting West Judge
Perez Drive and St. Bernard Highway with Florida Avenue, as
described in impact avoidance, wi ll improve f uture traffic
circulation across the canal and significantly reduce postconstruction traffi c congestion, primarily on Caff in Avenue and
Tupelo Street .
Maintenance of
thi s
route will be
the
responsibility of non-Federal interests {state or local agencies) .

(
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3. Cultural Resources.
a. One or more components of the lock and/or bridge will be
salvaged. These components will be selected after study by a civil
engineering historian of technology to determine which elements of
the structures will serve as the best representative of their
historic character. The artifacts will be appropriatel y conserved
to prevent deterioration. They will be displayed in an appropriate
setting to display the history of the structures to visitors.
b . A brochure addressing various historical fea tures of the
exi sting lock and bridge as well as signi ficant historical
attributes of the surrounding community will be published. This
brochure will be prepared by historians and technical writers. It
will be illustrated to convey the history of the area to visitors.
This brochure may be fea tured in a vis itor information facility at
the lock or at other suitable locations for distribution .
c. The existing old lock and bridge wil l be commemorated with
markers similar t o those used at historic sites throughout the
United St ates.
A display discussing the lock and bridge and
illustrating important aspects of their history will be constructed
at an appropriate location. That location could be the open space
created by the project or another suitable area .

(

4. Aesthetics.
a. An attempt will be made to transplant some of the better
trees from the oak grove adjacent to the existing lock to nearby
available public land within the community. Due to the age, size,
and condition of these trees, no guarantees of success in
transplanting can be made . New plantings will be made to replace
the trees removed within the right-of-way requirement.
b. A walk/bike/jog path on or near the levee and/or in close
proximity to the f loodwalls will be constructed to replace lost
opportunities. The existing levee currently enjoys significant use
by j oggers, walkers, and bicyclists . This path will have a 10-foot
wide asphalt surface to promote two-way bicycle traffic.
An
additional 5-foot wide pedestrian lane or sidewalk will parallel
the bikeway.
Ancillary facilities such as benches,
trash
receptacles, and water fountains will be installed along the route.
This corr idor wi ll be safely iso l ated from vehicular traffic by the
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use of bollards or plant materials in areas of possible conflict.

(

c.
One or more observation decks on the floodwall (with
interpretive displays) will be constructed to preserve current
opportunities associated with the levee. These observation decks
will be constructed on the top of elevated floodwall. Benches will
be installed at regular intervals giving users a place to sit or
rest while wat ching waterborne activity including the lock itself.
d. Lighting will be provided and green space created for any
additional vacant areas created by reconstruction of the St. Claude
Avenue Bridge approaches.
The lighting will improve night time
aesthetics and offer improved safety and security to residents.
e . Public rights-of-way along existing detour routes will be
landscaped. This wi ll beautify the area, serve as a visual buffer,
and help dampen noise . Flowering trees and shrubs will be used to
offer the maximum diversity and aesthetic benefits .

(

5. Employment.
Changes may occur in the level of employment for the two
commercial enterprises that would be required to relinquish their
leases from the Port of New Orleans for property located on the
IHNC .
Furthermore, even though contractors will be required to
hire local ly, if they are not properly trained the local residents
will not be hired.
And since the area is predominantly lower
income, they may not be able to afford the necessary training. A
program to expand the skilled labor workforce within the affected
community will be established in order to meet the requirements of
the Water resources Development Act of 1986, which states that we
make a maximum effort to assure full participation of locals in the
construction of the project.
Citizens who meet local residency requirements would be
eligible for tuition grants for training at existing vocationaltechnical or similar type schools in skills that will be required
in project construction.
Contractors would be required to give
preference to hiring any fully-qualified residents within the
community. Hiring preferences would replace quotas as the means to
ensure inclusion of properly trained local residents in the project
workforce.
6. Air Quality.
Contract specifications will require the use of mesh barriers
or other appropriate measures around construction sites to help ·
alleviate dust problems and improve air quality.
7. Safety.
Contract specifications will require that contractors arrange
for barriers and/or evening security patrols in order to isolate
potential hazards at the construction sites and to discourage theft
and vandalism.
Increase police protection would al so facilitate
safety in the area.

(
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8. Bus i ness a nd Industry.
Commercial establishments and landlords that experience a n
actual demonstra ted decline in sales and rents during the period of
bridge
clos ure
will
be
provided
monetary
compensation.
Compensation will be determined on a case by case basis.
The
proc edures and criteria for payment and settlement would be
established prior to initiation of construct ion .
III .

(

GENERAL MI TIGATION ( I MPACT COMPENSATI ON)

.
General mitigation re fer s to actions taken by the Corps, o r
the local project sponsor, in cooperation with local government,
community groups, and residents to alleviate those adverse impacts
which r emain following the implementation of both the normal
procedures and the direc t mitigation measures that were previous ly
descr ibed.
The intent of general mitigation measures is to make
the neighborhood whole and able to withstand the impacts of p ro ject
construction activity for the long duration of those ac tivities.
The New Orleans District d oes not project n et improvements to
resul t.
The major impact s are as fol lows:
1. Noise.
Very high levels of construction-related noise are l imited to
residents and businesses t hat are adj acent to the St. Claude Avenue
Bridge approaches. Under a worse case scenario, approximately 151
housing uni ts in the vicini ty of the St. Claude Avenue Bridge
approaches could still be impacted by high noise levels, even with
soundproofing.

(

2 . Transportati on.
Most adverse impacts to the surrounding community will occur
during periods of bridge clos ure.
De lays to local and commuter
traffic, public transportation, and emergency vehicles are created
by bridge closures, although the extent of these delays are
significantly diminished with the comprehensive detour plan
outlined in normal
itigation procedures. Bridge ·
closures wil l also cause traffic congestion i n r esidential areas
near existing detour routes. Despite the introduction of a shuttle
service, pedes trian tra ff ic acro ss the canal will continue to be
impeded.
Detoured traffi c will also reduce the extent to which
re sidents and motorists can access some local bus inesses and
p ublic/communi ty facilities .
Besides the impacts to the Holy Cross school due to the
bridge/project construction described previously , a 2-3 year
shutdown of bridges may impact the decision of residents living in
the area bel ow the IHNC to send their children to magne t schools in
the New Orleans area, i.e. Ben Franklin High School.
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3. Aesthetics.
The replacement of a single bascule bridge with a double
bascule bridge at St. Claude Avenue, the reconstruction of the
br idge approaches on St. Claude Avenue, the raising of the towers
on the Claiborne Avenue Bridge, and the incorporation of floodwalls
into the levee in some areas along the IHNC will permanently alter
the current aesthetic character of the neighborhoods wi thin the
study area. All development will consider the appropriate use of
textured surfaces,
landscaping, appropriate paint selection,
pedestrian circulation, and public use facil ities.
4. Community and Regional Growth.
Residual construction noise, bridge closures, and associated
traffic delays coupled with the extended construction period will
reduce the overall desirability of living in the affected
neighborhoods. Temporary transportation constraints will also act
as a deterrent to community growth.
In general, these are
considered short-term impacts .

(

5. Property Values.
During the period of construction, the project is expected to
have a negative impact on property values in the study area.
In
fac t, during the neighborhood working group efforts, it was pointed
out that many people in the community feel that, over the long term
period of planning for a new lock, property values have already
been adversely impacted. The precise impacts of combined project
impacts upon real estate prices is difficult to ascertain, if not
impossible.
Adverse impacts on real estate values will be most
acute during periods of bridge closure where accessibility to
various locations within the study area is hindered and traffic on
existing detour routes within res ident ial areas increase.
Given
the myriad of factors governing real estate values and the limited
period of bridge closure, we cannot expect owners, appraisers, or
other professionals to be able to quantify the negative effect that
the project may have on the level of proceeds realized from a sale
of property.
6. Cornmunitv Cohesion.
Bridge closures
and residual noise
from construction
activities will probably disrupt some of the routine activities of
residents such as shopping, visiting with neighbors, walking in the
area, and sitting on the front porch.
The residual pro ject impac ts indicated above cannot be avoided
or mitigated in full. Therefore, a program of general mitigation
is required in order to restore to the community an equal level of
well-being that existed prior to project construction. The Port of
New Orleans, as the local project sponsor, will assist in
implementation of the following elements of the general mitigation
plan:
a. The Port will work with displaced lessees on the IHNC to

(
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encourage them to relocate in Orleans Parish. Incentives offered
might include new leases on other Port-owned property on
concessionary terms .
b. A program of street
within a 4-block area on each
implemented.
In addition,
adjacent to Caf fin and Tupelo
those people that detour and
detour routes.

(

lighting and drainage improvements
side of the Industrial Canal will be
streets that run parallel to and
will also be improved to accommodate
take short cuts from the designated

. c. Seed money will be provided to establish a business
incubator in the area to serve as a stimulus for local business
development. The incubator will help create new businesses, help
existing
businesses
expand,
provide
high- tech
educational
facilities, create new jobs and preserve old ones, and help
revitaliz e the neighborhoods adjacent to the project in the Ninth
Ward.
In conjunction with the City of New Orleans and/or one of
the local universities, the business incubator will help businesses
in the IHNC area grow.
d. Seed money will be provided to establish a Neighborhood
Revitalization Program which will serve as a source of money for a
program of housing rehabilitation and acquisition.
The program
would also sponsor programs for educating local residents on
maintaining their h ousing. This program could be adminis tered by
already established local agencies such as the New Orleans
Department of Community Development,
neighborhood community
development corporations, or other appropriate agencies.

(

e. Lighting and open space within the vacant areas underneath
the current Claiborne Avenue Bridge approaches will be provided and
enhanced .
f.
Community Facilities such as supervised playgrounds, at
appropriate locations within each of the neighborhoods, will be
provided in conjunction with existing local programs during the
construction of the project . Facilities developed as part of this
feature will be turned over to non-Federal interests for
incorporation into existing programs . This will help offset some
of the lost opportunities forgone as a resul t of the project and
provide a safer supervised replacement.
g.
Staff and equip the police substation for the enti re
period of construction of the project.
This would generally
consist of providing salary for four officers, four vehicles, and
all required equipment to provide a fully responsive substation
during all of the construction period.
Maintenance of this
substation after the construction period will be the responsibility
of non-Federal interests such as the City of New Orleans.
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PUBLIC COORDINATION OF THE MITIGATION PLAN

(

(

(

In an effort to disseminate information in the community, the
Port of New Orleans in coordination with the Corps of Engineers,
established a community presence in the project area with the
opening and staffing of a project information office in the Sanchez
Building, located on the Corner of Caffin and Claiborne Avenue, in
the Lower Ninth Ward.
The purpose of the off ice was to afford
residents of the affected community the opportunity to obtain
pertinent information about the proposed project. This office also
served as a repository for prior studies, reports, and other
intormation about the lock replacement project. Every effort was
made to have this office opened at times convenient to local
residents, including nights and Saturdays. Exhibit VI contains an
editorial that appeared in the Times Picayune (New Orleans' only
major newspaper) on September 4, 1994 when the office became
operational. In addition, an information display was established
in the Alvar Street Branch Library on the west side of the canal.
The mitigation plan was presented to the community at large in
January 1995 . Approximately 25,000 brochures were mailed to local
residents in an area from Elysian Fields to the Orleans-St. Bernard
Parish line, announcing the two public meetings to discuss
mitigation for the lock replacement project. The firs t meeting was
held at the St. Vincent de Paul Cafet eria on the west side of the
IHNC on January 3, 1995 .
The second meeting was held at the
Jackson Barracks Military Museum Auditorium on the east side of the
IHNC on January 10, 1995. A total of about 250 people attended the
two meetings. About 85 people attended the first meeting held at
the St. Vincent dePaul Cornrnunity Center, and about 165 people
attended the second meeting held at the Jackson Barracks Military
Museum Auditorium.
In spite of the presentation of the construction sequence for
the lock pro ject and a presentation on the mit igation measures
being considered, neighborhood residents who spoke at the meetings
were strongly opposed to the lock replacement plan and offered only
a limited number o f pertinent concerns in the way of constructive
criticism on the mit igation feature of the plan.
Local elected
officials also expressed their opposition to the overall project at
these meetings. The key issues are summarized in Exhibit VII. The
article concerning the IHNC lock meetings that appeared in the
Times Picayune on January 11, 1995 is also included in Exhibit VII
following the key issues .
The cornrnunity will have another opportunity to voice their
concerns after the draft evaluation report f or the project is
released to the public. At that time all stakeholders, inc luding
navigation, community, city and state interests, will have the
opportunity to be heard . These formal public meetings will al low
concerned citizens and organizations the opportunity to express
their views either orally or in writing.
The Corp s and Port will continue an information program within
the community to ensure that local citizens will be kept apprised
of project activities and status.
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PLAN FLEXIBILITY

(

As with any large scale public works project spanning several
years,
flexibility is required to accommodate changes
in
conditions, particularly changes which cannot be anticipated. To
accommodate changing conditions, the Corps and project sponsor are
cornmitted to allow maximum flexibility within the scope of the
resources that are made available. It is intended that some of the
programs initiated under auspices of the mitigation plan of the
project could continue to exist even after the project is
completed, with funding corning from other sources outside of the
project.
Funding sources could include other Federal, state, or
local programs. This is particularly true of programs implemented
under the General Mitigation features previously discussed.
It is also possible that even some of the items identified in
this plan could change as conditions change. It is intended that
given community support, some items might even be substituted for
items currently proposed.
Coordination with local stakeholders will continue to occur
during future design studies and throughout the construction phase.
Funding of any newly identified mitigation features not currently
identified would be from project contingencies.
MITIGATION PLAN COSTS

The first costs for the mitigation plan for the recornmended
plan are estimated at about $33, 000, 000. A breakdown by mitigation
type is as follows:
Impact Avoidance
Direct Mitigation
General Mitigation
Total

=

(

$11,754,000
$15,103,000
$ 6 151, 000
$33,008,000
$33,000,000 (rounded)
t

The costs of the mitigation plan are based on the best
information and best estimate of the scope of the impacts available
at this time. Actual costs and scope of each mitigation item could
differ from those shown depending on conditions prevailing at the
time of project execution and in some cases actual demonstrated
losses in revenue. A breakdown of costs by category i s included in
part 2 of this appendix.
Details of each line item of the
mitigation plan can be found in the Code of Accounts cost estimate
found in Appendix B. A future design memorandum will be prepared,
with the assistance of the NWG, to further detail the features of
this mitigation plan.
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COST SHARING

Costs for mitigation features will be treated the same as
other pro ject construction costs f or cost-sharing purposes .
Partic ipa tion by the Corps of Engineers in the general
mitigation wil l be limited to seed money for funding the bus iness
incubator, housing trust, and job training program and to design
and cons truct ion support for street improvements in the 4-block
area on each side of the canal.
Operation and ma i ntenance of
improvements resulting from mitigation will be the responsib ility
o f n on-Federal interests such as the Port of Ne w Or leans or City of
New Orleans.
IMPLEMENTATION

(

The proposed mitigation p lan will begin implementation prior
to actual construction of the project and continue during the
construction period.
Pre-project mitigation will be initiated
after constr uction authority is appr oved . The intent here is to
ensure that the neighborhoods a djacent to the project construc tion
area remain viable d uring construction of the project . Elements of
this mitigation plan such as the business incubator, housing trust
fund, job training, etc., would be implemented during the preconstruction period.
Some of the general mitigation elements
coul d, depending on the availabil ity of funds, continue even after
the project is completed.
To ensure that the mitigation plan i s effectively implemented
wi th full cons iderat ion and coordinat ion with the neighborhoods, a
n eighborhood oversight committee will be establ ished to oversee
implementation of the mitigation fea tures . Representatives of the
four (4) a ffe cted neighborhoods that res ide in the area will serve
on the committee in an advisory capacity. In addition, specialists
and/or prof ess ional s working on specific community issues wi l l also
be invited to assist the committee as advisors.
The two city
counc i lpersons representing each side of the canal will also be
i nvited to part icipate . This represents a framework of a process
that could be used.
De tails of this committee will be finalized
during futur e coordination that would continue through the design
and cons truction phases of this project.
CONCLUSI ON

This appendix has demonstrated two important conclusions of
the mitigat ion planning for this lock replacement pro ject . F irst,
the Corps' open planning process a nd r esulting tentatively selected
plan compli ed with both the spirit and le tter of the Congressional
guidance provided in conjunction with the FY 1 991 Appropriations
Act. Compliance was demonstrated by the fo llowing actions :
1.

Es tablishing a

comrnunity participation mechanism that
29

informed the community about the planning process and allowed the
corrununity to have a voice in that process.

(

2. Developing a comprehensive plan to i dentify and mitigate,
to the maximum extent practicable, any adverse social and cultural
impacts of the project and ensuring that the corrununities adjacent
to the project remain as complete, liveable neighborhoods during
and after construction of the project.
3.
Following Federal his toric preservation policies
evaluating the impact of the lock replacement project.

in

4.
Incorporating requirements in contract specifications
which require "full participation of minority groups living in the
affected areas" in constructing the lock project.
5.
The tentatively selected plan eliminates residential
dislocations and minimizes business disruptions while meeting the
goal of improving waterborne commerce.
The mitigation plan, which is an integral part of the IHNC
Lock Replacement Plan, represents a departure from traditional
Corps of Engineer environmental analysis and mitigation planning,
but it is required because of the unique urban environment in which
this pro ject is located. It is consistent with the requirements of
NEPA (PL 91-1990), Section 122 of the River and Harbor Act of 1970
(PL 91-611), and other essential considerations of national policy
including Executive Order 12898 (Federal Actions To Address
Environmental Jus tice in Minority Populations and Low-Income
Populations).
Second, the recommended mitigation plan restores and perhaps
marginally enhances the quality of the human environment in the
project area and avoids or minimizes adverse i mpacts upon the
quality of the human environment to the extent that is practicable.
The area affected by construction of the replacement IHNC
Lock, encompassing the Holy Cross, By-Water, St . Claude and Lower
Ninth Ward neighborhoods, is an old, historic area of the city of
New Orleans. Once a thriving and prosperous part of the city, the
area has been ignored and on the decline for many years.
Construction of this project a t the North of Claiborne Avenue site
will not relocate any residential units in the area, but will still
have significant impacts on this area .
Implementation of an
approximately $500 million major civil works project like this will
have significant impacts on any area.
But, will impact an area
like the Ninth Ward to an even greater extent because of the
fragility of the area.
Construction of this project will take place in a 10-1 2 year
period and that is bound to have severe impacts on two o f the main
strengths of the area, its strong neighborhood atmosphere and
corrununity cohesion. The magnitude of the impacts of this project
on the affected areas may cause these strengths to become
weaknesses . Implementation of this mitigation plan is essential to
30
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help prevent that from happening from the construction of the lock
replacement project.
The area will probably continue in its declining trend without
the project and without any major effort by the City of New Orleans
or the State of Louisiana. Both of these entities have not been on
the strongest financial ground in recent years and they have no
comprehensive plans at present to do anything to offset the
declining trend.
There has been a national effort to improve
neglected urban areas in major metropolitan areas with the
development and funding of programs such as the Community
Development Corporations . Completion of this mitigation plan, in
conjunction with the lock replacement, will assist that effort by
doing things that could have been funded by that program, thus
freeing up that program's funds to do more to improve the
neighborhood.
The affected neighborhoods will bear the brunt of the
inconveniences and disruptions to normal life styles and will not
materially benefit from the completion of the lock replacement
proj ect. I t is fairly certain that the construction of the project
without mitigation would in all likelihood deal a significant, if
not fatal, blow to the possible resurgence of this historic part of
the City of New Orleans.
In accordance with the Economic and
Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land
Resources
Implementation
Studies,
the mitigation plan,
as
presented, represents appropriate mitigation of the adverse impacts
of the lock replacement project.
The plan also fulfills the
requirements of the specific Congressional guidance for this
proj ect .
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SUMMA.RY COST ESTIMATE
MITIGATION PLAN

\

IMPACT AVOIDANCE

Comprehensive Pile Testing Program
Florida Ave. Access Road - Permanent Detour Route
Lighting for Florida Avenue Access Road
Aesthetic Mitigat ion
1 Textured finishes
1 Floodwalls
1 St. Claude Avenue Bridge Approaches
tClaiborne and St. Claude Bridge Piers
1Exposed. Lock .walls
I Landscaping of Levees, Floodwalls, Detour Routes
& Four Bridge Approaches
(Landscaping on Backfill Area Between Lockwalls and Floodwalls
(Both sides of the canal)
3 Historical Recordation Program
1

DIJlECT

38 ,000
8,124,000
243,000
>!11,000
-150 000
900,000
211, 000
I

310 .000
967,000
600,000
$11,754,000

Sub-total

V \~

$

t!ITIGATIO~

L , fl .
~ (i ~~

1\-d~

- / o~ c!W $1, 386, 000
79,000
Synchronized Traffic Signals
375,000
1 Computerized Highway Message Boards
295,000
1 Incident Management Plan
_..;. ()'d/ ~ , 200,000
3 Emergency Medical Service (Ambulance )
1,330,000
~ Police Substation (Staffing and Equipment for 4 years )
41,000
'3 School Crossing Guards ? ~ ~
286,000
3 Traffic control Officers 5
514,000
~ Pedestrian Shuttle Service
750,000
~Operati onal Subsidy for Increased Bus Service
724, 000*
~Compensat ion to RTA for Lost Ridership
370,000
f Street Resurfacing for Construction Traffic (7 Miles )
2,375,000
I Debris Removal By Barge
75, 000
J.-Cultural Resources (Brochure Publication)
J Salvaging and curation of Bridge/Loc k component
l-.5b-0 00
16,000
3 Historical Markers (Includes street signs)
20,000
) Cultural Display (Old Lock)
70,000
~empo r~ry Relocation of Residents (St Claude Bridge)
1,000.000*
q Compensation to Local Merchants for Lost Revenues
500,000*
~ Compensation to Holy Cross School for Lost Enrollment
300,000
1 Transplant oak trees from existing lock
250,000
1 Walk/Jog/Bike Path Along New Floodwall
,observation Decks , Displays, Comfort Stations
and Drinking Fountains (3 each) on and along floodwal ls
123,000
11, 000
1 Lighting under St . Claude Avenue Bridge Approach
77,000
S Community Facilities under St . Claude Bridge Approaches
l,180,000
I Of fsite Parking for Construction Workers
500,000
5 Training Assistance
100,000
~~-:;> 1Rail Line on St. Claude Bridge
J Soundproofing Residential Structures
1

(

$15,103,000

Sub-total
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GENERAL MITIGATION

"

5 Lighting Under Claiborne Bridge Approaches
5community Facilities (general)
5 Community Facilities Under Claiborne Avenue
Bridge Approaches
5 Street Resurfacing, Lighting, and Landscaping
5 Business Incubator
5 Neighborhood Revitalization Program
5 Additional Police/Safety (6 yrs)
Sub-total

$

11,000
1,359,000
77' 000
959,000
750,000
1,000,000
1,995,000

$ 6,151,000
$ 33 ,008,000
$ 33,000,000

TOTAL
TOTAL (rounded)

*Actual cost o f this item will be based on actual demonstrated losses in
revenue a s a result of the project. Cos t shown is an e stimate of these losses .

(

- 500~0
I
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ATTACHMENT 1

KEY ISSUES PRESENTED
AT PUBLIC MEETINGS

c
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ISSUES SURFACED AT THE MEETINGS ON THE
PROPOSED MR-GO, NEW LOCK AND CONNECTING CHANNELS
PROJECT MITIGATION PLAN
The following is a list of key issues surfaced at the
public meetings held on January 3 and 10, 1995 on the proposed
mitigation plan for the IHNC lock replacement project.
o Concern over the extensive length of construction.
o

Local elected officials posi tion is that improvements
listed in the mitigation plan can be accomplished at local
and s tate level s and are not dependent on the lock
replacement proceeding.

o Better coordination of daily bridge operations, not having
all bridges in the area raised at one time.
o Provide medical services in the Lower 9th Ward, concern
that the lock replacement project may impede or prevent
residents from receiving services.

(

o Uncertainty of Federal funding .
o The economic impact of the project disproportionately
benefits the shipping industry while impacting the
immediate community.
o A lot of mis i nformat ion about the lock project has
surfaced, includi ng a petition that was referenced
but not submitted.
o Concern about the impact of the new Florida Avenue Bridge
on the proposed lock replacement pro ject and on the
neighborhoods of the 9th Ward, including hurricane
evacuation.
o Traf fic improvements appear to be slanted in favor of St .
Bernard residents.
o Resurface Tupelo Street and add more lighting.
o Specify proposed job training programs .
o Provide signs on bridges to indicate when bridge is in
the up position.

35

o Encourage the location of a bank to provide financial
services to 9th Ward residents on the east side of the
IHNC.

(

o Provide information and target job training for businesses
slated for relocation.
o Specify plans for relocation of the Coast Guard Station.
o Include pedestrian access to bridges, emphas izing increased safety and security for pedestrians.
o Resurface Tupelo Street and add more lighting.
o Specify proposed job training programs .
o Provide signs on bridges to indicate when bridge is in
the up position.
o Encourage the location of a bank to provide financial
services to 9th Ward residents on the east side of the
IHNC.
o Provide information and target job training for businesses
slated for relocation.
o Specify plans for relocation of the Coast Guard Station.
o Include pedestrian access to bridges, emphasizing increased safety and security for pedestrians.
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INDUSTR IAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING
August 28,

1991

A G E N D A

WELCOME
INTRODUCTIONS
OVERVIEW OF THE OPEN PLANNING PROCESS
DISCUSS ION OF THIS WORKING GROUP PROCESS/PROCEDURES
STATUS

REPORT OF THE CORPS' STUDIES

IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT NEIGHBORHOOD ISSUES
AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING

(

(
I NDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING
AUGUST 28, 1991
SUMMARY
Joe · Dicharry opened the meeting with a welcome to all attendees
(list attached). After everyone introduced themselves , Joe gave
an overview of the Opening Planning process including the Bogg's
language and the establishment of the Advisory Council. He
admitted that the Advisory Council approach is not working and
this working group approach is another try at establishing an
effective mechanism of communication with all the affected
stakeholders . This new process is aimed at developing a
comprehensive "win-win" solution for the project.
Mr. Dicharry then informed the group of the Corps' ideas on how
this process will work. He said that it will not be directly
associated with the Advisory Council, that the group would have
regular scheduled meetings ( every 2 or 3 weeks), set agendas, and
meeting summaries and that the group would identify the issues ,
group them together, and then begin working towards a resolution.
He then asked for conunents from the various organizations about
this process . In general, the group was well pleased with this
process since it didn ' t involve any political leaders. The local
neighborhood representatives were willing to talk about the real
issues .
Many issues/concerns were raised at the meeting.
are listed below:

The major ones

a. The intent of the Boggs' language in the FY 91
Appropr iation Act needs to be clarified. The neighborhood
leaders believed that the intent was to look at all alternative
sites, including Violet . Rudy Muse had a letter from Mrs. Boggs
stating that fact . The letter was written prior to the bill's
passage. Joe Dicharry explained that it was the Corps ' position
that the bill language, which states " ..... at the Industrial
Canal site . .... ", is clear and that Violet is no longer under
consideration primarily for environmental (ecological and
biological) reasons. Much discussion followed including whether
the new wetlands policy the Bush administration is pushing would
change our position on the feasibility of the Violet site . The
group finally concluded we could not resolve this issue at th is
meeting. Corps ' representatives said they would pursue this
issue further, whether it was through Congressional channels or
the Corps' Washington-level offices and report on the progress at
the group's next meeting .

(

b . John Wilson of the City Planni ng Commission explained the
City 's ongoing effort to define a physical master plan for the
city. He stated that we need to tie the community improvement
process associated with the lock into the City 's process in an
appropriate fashion. The city also has another 5 year plan to
define public improvements needed that would enhance the quality
of life.
c. Neighb.o rhood representatives expressed their desi re to
settle the Violet site issue before ta lking at length about any
possible "win-win'' situation for a lock at the Industrial Canal.
d. Nick Constan ~ briefly explained the scope of service s
that our social impact analysis contractor has been working with.
He asked the group to review the handout given and provide
comments on whether the scope has included all social impact
are as . We asked the group to review this in a " what if"
scener io, assuming that the Violet site or any other sites are
eliminated and the Industrial Canal site is the only site. The
next meeting was set as the target for getting their comments.
We agreed that the next meet ing would be September 11 at 7:00
probably at the same place . Joe Dicharry said he would prepare a
summary and send it and the attendance li st to the entire group
before the next meeting.

(
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INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING
SEPTEMBER 11 , 1991
AGENDA

COMMENTS ON SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS MEETING
DISCUSSION OF THE VIOLET SITE ISSUE
COMMENTS ON SOCIAL IMPACT ANALYSIS CONTRACT , SCOPE OF SERVICES
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IDENTIFICATION OF SIGNIFICANT NEIGHBORHOOD ISSUES
AGENDA FOR NEXT MEETING
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INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY

(

NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING
SEPTEMBER 11, 1991
SUMMARY
The initial item of business was to solicit comments on the
SUMMARY of the previous mee ting . Rudy Muse said that two
important issues we re omit.ted . We agreed that by mentioning
the se issues in this SUMMARY would suf fice . The two issues are
as fol lows:
a.
It is the c oncensus of opinion of all three neighborhood
groups that they don' t want the pr oject .
b . There is ex isting law that all ows projects dealing with
waterborne commerce to be bu ilt in wetlands. Rudy passe d out t.he
attached news article in support of this issue.
No o ther comment s were received on the SUM.MARY.
Joe Dicharry then clarified the position of the Corps as it
relates to the status of the Violet site alte rnative . He
admitted that in previous meetings s tatements by him and other
Corp s representatives may have uni ntentional ly mis-led the locals
about the Violet site. Joe stated that the Violet site is not
"de ad an d buried, never to be heard from again" . We have been
studying the Violet si t e fo r many years and we have completed all
our studies at tha t site . We have determined the cons truction
plan, the costs, the impacts, and the economics for that site.
We are not going to do any fu rthe r studies because we feel we
have done enough f or that site . He e x?lained that the Violet
site will be displayed in our Feas ibi lity Report and in the EIS
and wil l be compared with a n Industrial Canal plan site duri ng
the evaluati on process .

(

Thi s group represent s the stakeholders associated with the I HNC
site who need to be involved in the development of a comprehen sive plan for a lock that might be built at this site . We need
to study this site in more detail so we can have an I HNC plan
comparable to the plan at the Violet site . Maybe we need to do
more at this s ite bec ause of the complexities.
I f we wer e to
s tudy the Violet si te furt her we would form a similar group t o
this but only with the stakeholders involved with that si t e .

(

(

Ethel Warren asked if the details of the Vio let Plan could be
given to the group. Joe Dicharry said that would be no problem
but it may not be ready for the next meeting, probably by the
following meeting. He stressed that the Violet facts and figures
were for thei r information only and that the Violet Site is not
on the table for discussion by the group .
Ruby Sumler asked who would make the final decision on whether to
build the new lock at Violet or the Industrial Canal .
It was
explained that the ultimate decision is with Congress. Margaret
Pahl asked if the Corps was going to make their final
recommendation, after comparing the two sites , with the benefit
of input from public hearings. The answer was yes .
Lloyd Brown expressed his concern about how this cornmunH:y has
been burned in the past by major projects such as this and he
doesn't trust the Corps when he hears "all of this rhetor ic".
Joe Dicharry said that we (the Corps) are attempting to build
trust through this working group process, so give us a chance to
do that .

(

Another point that was brought up by a number of people was the
fact that the shipping industry stands to make a lot of money on
this project at the expense of the community.
50,000 people
would be impacted by the project for their benefit. Harold
Wilbert pointed out that the shipping and navigation interests
give quite a bit back to the commun ity with jobs , etc . So if
they are financia l ly healthy , the general area ' s economy is
healthy and the community benefits indirectly.
Other major issues that were brought up and will need answers to
or resolution of in upcoming meetings are as follows:
a . Impact of devaluation of personal property due to the
continuing notoriety this p r oject has received to date and wil l
receive in the future.
b. How has the $1. 1 mi llion given to the Corps in the FY 91
Appropriations Act for this project been spent and by whom? How
much minority participation?
c . Wh at is estimated total cost of project and who pays
what? Which bodies pay for what costs?
d.
Is the lock construed as a direct government action
project?
e. Need legislat ive oversight of the area concerning
projects such as this. More accountability to the public.
2

(

f. Higher bridges across the Canal will not be very
conducive t o the substantial pedestrial traff i c across St.
Claude.

(

g. Clarification of law of eminent domain . What tri~gers
use of that law and would just compensation by guaranteed .
h. Why is the value of wetlands and wildlife considered more
important than human environment?
There were no significant comments on the Scope of Services for
the Social Impact Assessment . John Wilson stated he thought the
scope was very comprehensive . Margaret Pahl asked when the group
would get the final report . She also asked if this group found
something that was left out, can it be included. She was
informed that the report is a source document and it can be
supplemented. The report is not the absolute final product.
Rudy Muse requested that a representative of the Corps legal
staff be present at all meetings. Margaret Pahl suggested that
maybe certain meetings could be set aside for legal questions and
the legal staff would be invited to that ~eeting. The group
agreed with that approach.
Marc Cooper inquired about the status of the Advisory Council .
Is it dead or in a coma? Joe Dicharry said it was in a coma.
The neighborhooa ·representatives agreed that it should stay in
that state .

(
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INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING

(

SEPTEMBER 25, 1991
SUMMARY
The initial item of business was to solicit comments on the
SUMMARY of the previous meeting. Warren Dupre said that two
important issues were omitted. We agreed that by mentioning
these issues in this SUMMARY would suffice. The two issues are
as follows:
a. Impact of closing the St. Claude Avenue bridge to the
health care needs of the community as it relates specifically to
the hospital on St. Claude Avenue.
b . Impact of major displacements of residents on the
hospital's business and on the other local businesses in the
area.
No other comments were received on the previous meeting's
SUMMARY.
Joe Dicharry then began the presentation of the Corps'
"preliminary" layout drawings of the proposed alternatives. He
stated that the reason for this presentation was to clarify for
the group the direct impact areas for a lock,if it is to be built
at the Industrial Canal site . Many statements had been made in
previous meetings to lead the Corps' team to believe that the
neighborhood representatives believed that the project would
require the displacement of 50,000 people. Also, Joe explained
that these drawings represented our conceptual designs, that are
going to be refined and updated as needed, but in any case
represented the maximum extent to which the Corps would require
property .

(

The alternative to build it on the downriver side of the existing
lock was shown first. During the description of this alternative
many questions were raised. Some were as follows:
a. What were the rights of the landowners who were going to
be directly impacted by this project? Don Athey then briefly
described the process as dictated by Federal regulations. He
stated that once the plan is finalized, authorized, funded and
the final right - of-way is approved, the Corps would have
authority to begin acquisition. That would give us the right to
exercise emminent domain if we needed to. Don then briefly
explained what emminent domain means and what triggers it.
If
the landowners and the Corps cannot arrive at a mutually
agreeable settlement, the issue of just compensation would be
resolved in the Federal court.

(

b. What allowance could be given to the devaluation of the
property in this area that as occurred because of the notoriety
this project has had over the years? Don explained that our
regs. allow for only the fair market v al ue of the property , as
de termined by a recogni z ed expert appraiser, at the time of th e
appraisal as governed by Federal law . Joe Dicharry explained
that working through t his process may ide n tify other leg is lative
authorities and other s ources of funding that might be used to
supplement the normal real estate allowances.

(

c. What can be done for tho se residents who live on the edge
of the take lines and are not en ti tled to the benefit s and rights
associated with the normal right-of - way acquisition p roc ess ? Joe
stated that the Rigamer report addressed that issue and a
resolution of this issue is an objective o f this proces s .

(

d.
What was the si ze of lock being studied and how does it
relate to the article in the Times Picayune on September 19 , 1991
wh ere Ron Brinson said the Dock Board would like to see a lock
that cou ld accommodate Pan amax ships? Joe exp la ined that the
Corps had to perform benefit anal ys es to determine the most
economically feasible p roj ect. He informed the group th a t th e
large st siz e of lock t he Corp s is studying at this time, is a
lock 36 feet deep by 110 feet wide by 900 feet long . The size of
the e x isting lock is 31 . 5 fee t deep by 75 feet wide by 640 fe et
long. As far as Mr. Brin son 's statement, that may be h is dream
or wish, but we don ' t believe we can justify a lock to
accommodate the Panamax ships on an incremental basis . The
ques tion was asked " what is t he Dock Board/n av. interests goal
about deep draft capability for the lock?"
Other issues and discussion that occurred during the description
o f the l a yout drawi ngs (all p l ans were even tual ly shown to the
group) included the fol lowin g:
1) The bridge appro aches and rights-of-way required for them
were de signed on using a 5% grade, as dictated by the La. DOTO.
The Corps was re-looking at the bridge designs through the use of
contractors (one being N. Y. and Associates) to study the impact
of steeper grades on the approaches . The Corps also will be
talking to the La DOTD about their criteria. Margaret Pahl said
they may talk to DOTO also.
Joe explained that these additional
studies would also look at a low-level and tunnel opt ion at St.
Claude. Studies to-date were based on semi-high level (same as
existing Claiborne Avenue Bridge) options .
2) Lloyd Brown expressed hi s concern that the bl oc k bounded
by Poland, St. Claude , Les sep s and N. Rampart shown to be needed
for the St. Claude approach was t ied into the relocation of the
5th District Pol ice Station . Corps representatives tried to
explain that this right-of-way requirement was determined to be
needed only this year, long after the plans for the 5th District
Police Station were discussed and finalized.

(
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3) There was concerns about where all of the businesses
along the canal between Claiborne Avenue and Florida Avenue would
go once they were r e located for this project. Would they just
push the residents out by relocating along the new widened canal?
4) Rudy Muse suggested that an audio-visual presentation be
prepared to show everyone what exactly we are proposing with this
project. Computer graphics technology exists to develop this .
The group agreed that we would further develop the plans , both
community development and lock replacement, b efore this effort
would be undertaken.
The Corps handed out copies of the Social Impact Assessment
Report prepared by Gregory C. Rigamer and Associates . The report
is an independent study of the impacts, both positive and
negative , this project would have on the community.
It does not
represent the Corps recommended position, but a "shopping list"
of proposed community development actions that may have to be
funded through other sources and authori ties. Marc Cooper asked
how does the cost of these mitigation proposals get cranked into
the total cost of the project . Joe Dicharry explained that the
Boggs ' l anguage in the FY 91 Appropriat ions Act seems to say that
any measures needed to compensate the neighborhoods for their
inconvenience is justified. But, Joe stated that some in the
Corps don't share that interpretation and we are trying to
resolve that issue within the Corps.
Joe also handed out the two tables shown on the attachme nts and
briefly e xp lained what they meant . This was in response to
questions asked at the previous meeting.
The group agreed that future meeting s could be tape recorded so
we can have accurate record of these meetings. Corps will
provide the recorders.
Next meeting was scheduled for October 9, 1991, same time and
place . Major discussion item will be the Rigarner report.

3
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INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
Breakdown of the FY 91 Appropriation
($1.157 million) for this Project

EBASCO Engineering Contract to develop
"preliminary" designs of a "f loating-in"
construction scheme

$191,000

Greg c. Rigamer Social Impact Analysis
Contract 1/

208,000

Cultural Resources Contracts
(R. Christopher Goodwin)
(Earth Search, Inc.) 2/

88,000
(13,000)
(75,000)

Corps' In-house studies

607,000
$1,157,000

(

1/ Minority participation by subcontracts with two individuals
from Southern University of New Orleans, who were members of
the study team
2/ Woman-owned business

(

(

INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
Example of Cost Sharing
"Estimated" Total Project Cost 1/ 2/
Shallow Draft Portion(lock sized to
accommodate only barge traffic)
Deep Draft Increment(additional cost
to provide depth required for ships)

- $456,000,000
405,000,000
51,000,000

Shallow Draft Cost Sharing
50% paid from the regular Corps of
Engineers appropriations from Congress

202,500,000

50% paid from the Inland Waterways Trust
Fund. This fund is generated by collecting
a fuel tax from all inland waterway users
and is administered by a Board of reps.
from these users. (authorized by the
Water Resources Development Act of 1986)

202,500,000

(

Deep Draft Increment Cost Sharing
75% paid from the regular Corps of
Engineers appropriations from Congress

38,250,000

25% paid from a cash contribution from
a local sponsor, presently designated
as the N.O. Dock Board

12,750,000

1/

Average cost of all alternatives

2/

Does not include any social mitigation costs
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Industrial Canal Lock Replacement Study
Neighborhood Working Group Meeting
October 9, 1991
SUMMARY
Joe Dicharry opened the meeting and reminded everyone that the meeting
would be recorded as agreed to at the meeting on September 25, 1991.
Tpe presence of both the print and television media created some
confusion at the beginning of the meeting. Marc Cooper voiced his
disagreement with having media or politicians present at our meetings. It
was not his understanding that they would be allowed to attend our
meetings and Marc left the meeting. Margaret Pahl indicated that she felt
that the situation with the media violated the confidence of the group and
the Corps.
After a brief discussion the print media representative left voluntarily
followed by the cameraman from Channel 6 who left after filming about 1
minute of footage. Later on a Cha·nnel 4 cameraman and reporter showed
up taped part of the meeting and interviewed Rudy Muse outside.
There was some discussion again about the Violet site. Joe Dicharry
explained that the Corps has studied Violet over the years and had
developed a lock plan at Violet. Summary information on Violet will be
presented to the Work group at a future meeting
After much discussion about media presence and the nature of our
discussions, the meeting continued and focused the primary concern about
how information could be disseminated to the local people. Discussion
about possibly having videos of the meetings to putting out newsletters
followed. After much discussion it was agreed that the Corps would
publish a newsletter and furnish it to the associations. They, in turn,
would distribute them within the community.
There was a brief discussion about the Rigamer Report. It was explained
that the report was intended to be a source document and a starting point
for the work group to begin their discussions.
It was generally agreed by the neighborhood representatives that they
feel uncomfortable in trying to_ convey information about the project to
their association members and some of the residents think they are
working in secret.

It was agreed that the Corps would have a draft of a newsletter available
for review by the working group before the next meeting. The first
newsletter should contain the purpose of the work group, the time frame
for accomplishment of the work group's task, and provide general
information about what is going on with the lock study.

(

Joe Dicharry also offered to have Corps representatives make presentations
at meetings of the various associations if they wanted presentations. That
way the Corps could respond directly to questions from the membership of
the associations.
There was also a discussion about making videos of meetings or
presentations. It was generally agreed that the Corps would make videos
of certain presentations and make those videos available to the local
organizations.
There was also some discussion about the draft letter that Colonel Diffley
showed to Rudy Muse. Joe Dicharry explained that the colonel had decided
not to send the letter. Joe also reiterated that the Corps was comitted to
this Work Group.
There was also a discussion about possible jobs and economic development
that could be associated with construction of the lock. If the project does
happen then the community would like to have first shot at jobs and
economic development.
Margaret also indicated that she was intrigued by Rigamer' s proposal for a
lock north of Claiborne Avenue. There was a discussion about this
alternative. Joe Dicharry pointed out that the alternative had been looked
at in the early eighties and there were problems (both cost and
engineering) in making it an acceptable solution.
The next meeting will be held on 23 October 1991.

~
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s#L ..I

I. 'rncarr.
Senior Project Manager
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IHNCLOCK
WORK GROUP MEETING
22 OCTOBER 1991
AGENDA
•REVIEW SUMMARY OF LAST MEETING
(Discuss any changes or comments)
•MENTION LOOK.ING AT NORTH OF CLAIBORNE AVENUE PLAN
• DISCUSS NEWSLETTER (hand out draft of proposed text)
• COMMENT ON LETTERS/MEDIA ATTENTION
•FOCUS ON RESOURCE DISCUSSIONS IN Tiffi RIGAMER (GCR) REPORT
• CLOSING COMMENTS (Set topics for next meeting)

(

(

INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP

(

Summary of Meeting
23 October 1991

Les Waguespack chaired the meeting in the absence of Joe Dicharry.
The initial item of business was to solicit comments on the Summary of the
previous meeting. Les mentioned that the Corps is planning to investigate
the North of Claiborne Avenue alternative that was identified in the GCR
Social Impact Assessment and briefly discussed at the end of the previous
meeting.
The following comments relative to the last meeting were made:
a. Ruby Sumler reiterated for the record what she understood Joe
Dicharry had said "that was if the people did not want it (the project),
would the Corps recommend it?" and Joe had replied that the Corps would
not recommend the TI-INC site if the people do not want it. Les agreed that
this is what Joe had said.
b. Rudy Muse expressed concern about how we involve the public
in the debate. He said he thought we should focus on how we involve the
publics get more public input.
Les pointed out that it was agreed that the newsletter, videos of
selected presentations and presentations at meetings of the neighborhood
associations would serve to involve the public and give them information
about the lock plans.
Rudy reiterated his concern and quoted from the newsletter"... local
community fully informed and have a voice in the process." He said he didn't
feel the neighborhood associations should be responsible for distributing the
newsletters and that the Corps should assume this responsibility. This was
followed by extensive discussions about how best to distribute the
newsletters 4t the neighborhoods.
Lary Hesdorffer pointed out that the representatives on the Work
Group have a responsibility to serve and receive information. He pointed
out that once the newsletter goes out there will probably be some people that
want to observe the working group meetings. That should be allowed.
There were further discussions about distribution of the newsletter.
The responsibility of the Corps to distribute the newsletter because they have
a budget and the neighborhoods don't have the resources to accomplish that.
Dave Wurtzel said that we are there to ask the neighborhood
association representatives how best to accomplish that.

(

(
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There was a discussion on how to accomplish that. It included such
means as mailing, house to house delivery, placing them in businesses and
public places, putting them in churches, etc., It was pointed out that no
system is perfect and there was no way to make sure we always get 100%
coverage. After a five-minute break there was a discussion of content of the
newsletter. Several suggestions were made including listing Corps and Port
contacts, listing addresses for the organizations and listing phone numbers
of those representatives desiring to have their numbers listed.
There were brief comments relative to the Advisory Council including
the mishandling of information regarding its formation and meetings.
John Wilson commented about the informal process of the working
group and suggested we structure the work group meetings more. Have and
agenda and stick to it and establish a time frame to accomplish tasks in. It
was agreed that this was needed.
It was then agreed that we need to begin discussing pertinent issues
relative to the lock and neighborhoods.
Regarding distribution of the newsletters, Les indicated that the Corps
would do its best in trying to develop a plan to distribute the newsletters.
It was generally agreed that at the next meeting there would be an agenda, a
revised newsletter and a plan for distributing it.
Marc Cooper requested that we put some graphics (a photo, or
drawings of the bridges) in the newsletter.
Les introduced the GCR Social Impact Assessment which is intended to
serve as a source document. He asked Keven Lovetro to give us a little
background on the SIA.
Keven indicated that the contractor was given three tasks.
1. To describe the area as it exists now and how it would look in
the future without our lock project.
2. To evaluate the elements of construction and how the
community would fare during construction and after the project
is completed, and
3. Recognize that a construction of the lock could create adverse
impacts on the community. The contractor was asked to
recommend alternative construction techniques and other ways
to reduce the impacts to the community.
Keven indicated that the Corps asked the contractor to assess
community needs and recommend measures to us. The contractor
recommended improvements including some to be initiated prior to
construction of the project to reduce impacts to the community. The
information in the report was organized into 13 resource categories. Keven
provided examples of several impacts and recommendations made by the

(
2

contractor Some observations and comments were made by some of the
neighborhood representatives regarding some of the more obvious impacts.
Mrs Warren brought up the Violet site again and requested more
information on the Violet site.
Margaret Pahl commented that the SIA was only a study of the social
impacts and did not include the biological impacts. At Violet the biological
impacts would be as voluminous as the social impacts at the IHNC.
Keven pointed out that the intent of the contract was to address the
social impacts and mitigation measures at the IHNC site and to provide
recommendations only for mitigation of social impacts at Violet, since the
social impact assessment at Violet had already been conducted in 1989. That
is why there is less treatment of Violet.
Les Waguespack reiterated the purpose of the working group is to
develop a consensus plan for the IHNC site to compare to a plan for the
Violet site in order for the Corps to make a recommendation. At present we
have about a half-dozen plans at the IHNC site and need to determine which
is the best plan. We established the working group to help us accomplish
that.
Margaret Pahl suggested that we have a display available to help
identify the various alternative plans and make things easier during our
discussions.
Marc Cooper commented that he was not interested in the Violet plans
and didn't want this group to become a site selection committee. He said he
was interested in the IHNC plans and intrigued by the possibility of a north
of Claiborne plan.
It was agreed that the next meeting would focus include a presentation
on the various alternatives being considered at the IHNC that were
evaluated in the SIA and that we would begin discussion of the issues and
concerns related to the altern~tive plans.

(
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Senior Project Manager
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IHNC LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP
SUMMARY OF MEETING
6 NOVEMBER 1991

The initial item of business was to solicit comments on the Summary
of the previous meeting (23 Oct 91). The following comments were
made:
a. Rudy Muse commented that something was apparently
missing in the statement attributed to him in paragraph 2b. The
corrected statement should read, "He said he thought we should focus
on how we involve the public to get more public input."
b. Margaret Pahl suggested that the second paragraph from the
bottom of page one be changed to read "It will be the responsibility
of the Corps ..." She also suggested that the Corps keep a corrected file
copy.
c. In response to a comment about what Marc Cooper said
about Violet, Marc said the summary reflected what he said at the
meeting.

(

The next item of business was the newsletter. A xerox copy of the
newsletter was given to the working group members. After a brief
discussion, it was agreed that the newsletter would be distributed
after the election. The Corps would try to arrange for delivery on the
18th or 19th, if possible.
We then discussed a time frame for arnvmg at our consensus
resolve. It was decided that the March-April time frame was what
we would try to shoot for. That time frame would allow us to meet
about 10-12 more times for discussion.
Marc Cooper talked about his concern and the concern of \his
neighborhood about the bridges and their impact on the community.
He was especially concerned about any proposal for a mid-rise
bridge at St. Claude A venue. He stressed that the Corps needs to look
at a low level bridge at St. Claude.
Joe responded that the Corps is getting ready to have two ArchitectEngineer contractors look at St. Claude and Claiborne Avenue bridges.
Tom Phillips added that these contractors will conduct line and grade
studies to determine what the geometry of the bridges could look

like. This would give us a better idea of what is reasonable and
where the bridges would actually touch down and the impact on the
neighborhood.

(

Joe then explained why Claiborne Avenue bridge would have to be
relocated under the various alternative scenarios.
Mike Stout briefly explained the historical significance of the St.
Claude Avenue bridge and pointed out that significance does not
mean that it can't be replaced. There are procedures to follow that
allow for mitigation in the form of documentation of the structure.
He also pointed out that the Claiborne Avenue bridge was not
historically significant. The Florida Avenue bridge is a state project
and not part of our lock plans. The state would be responsible for
complying with the historic preservation statutes regarding their
plans for replacing that bridge.
Joe pointed out that the GCR (Rigamer) evaluation in the SIA was
based on the state of Louisiana's criteria of 5% grade for the
bridges.He pointed out that we had a coordination meeting set up
with them the scheduled for the next day (7 Nov 91) to discuss the
bridge design criteria including grade requirements. This was
followed by a discussion of traffic patterns, existing thru streets,
construction time frames for the bridges, impacts of the bridges, etc.

(

Rudy Muse them displayed an article about the valuation of trees.
One of his constituents asked if there was a way to receive
compensation for trees that were planted over the years. It was
pointed out that there is an evaluation methodology to determine
values of trees but trees are not normally considered separately
from property values when real estate is acquired for a project.
Joe then began his presentation of the alternatives
presented included the following:
1. the 200' east plan,
2. the 200' west plan,
3. the insitu plan (floated in),
4. in-situ with floated in gate bays, and
5. floated in adjacent (on the east side).

The alternatives

The descriptions of each plan essentially were the same information
as presented in the GCR report.

(

(

There was discussion as each alternative presented. Topics discussed
included lock sizes, shutdown times of the various proposals,
concerns over bridge impacts, demolition of the old lock and disposal
of debris from the old lock, footprints of the various plans, where
industries currently located along the canal might be relocated, time
frames for construction activities, impacts to the neighborhoods, etc.
Joe then pointed out that the alternative north of Claiborne Avenue
was not addressed in the SIA. Joe described the alternative as
currently envisioned but pointed out that we have not conducted out
reconnaissance investigation and preliminary information will not be
available until the end of January. It was evident that this
alternative has the potential of reducing social impacts, assuming we
can make this alternative work. It was also pointed out that this
alternative might afford the opportunity to create green space and a
viewing facility.

(

There was a brief discussion about Florida Avenue which is being
replaced by the State of Louisiana. Replacement of the railroad
bridge is being pursued by the Port through the Coast Guard. They
are attempting to use Truman Hobbs funds to replace the bridge
because it is a hazard to navigation.
Rudy asked if there would be any opportunity for development of
port related support facilities along the Canal. It was pointed out
that most of the traffic now and in the future will be thru traffic and
that opportunity would not be any greater after the lock is replaced
than it is now.
Joe also mentioned that the Times Picayune is supposed to have an
article on the Lock this coming Sunday. He later offered summary
information on the Violet site and mentioned that if additional
information is desired they should contact him and he would arrange
to make it available.
After a brief discussion it was decided that we would discuss each
alternative in detail and cover all resource areas. It was generally
felt that this approach would be most beneficial to the working
group. Alternative 1 will be discussed at the next meeting.The next
meeting was scheduled for November 20, 1991.
Gerald J. Dicharry, Jr.
Senior Project Manager
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INHC LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP
SUMMARY OF MEETING
20 NOVEMBER 1991

(

(

Initially comments were made concerning the distribution of
the newsletter. Both Marc Cooper and Margaret Pahl stated they did
not receive a copy. Joe Dicharry explained that the delivery area
was from Mazant Street on the west side of the lock to Lizardi
St~eet on the east side of the lock and from the river to Florida
Avenue. Neither one live in that area. We will make sure the next
one gets delivered to them.
Also, Ruby Sumler stated that some
people on Poland Avenue did not get a copy.
It seemed like the
area did not get full and complete delivery . Some way of verifying
delivery will be needed next time .
Joe Dicharry passed out copies of the previous meeting's
summary and apologized that he was not able to mail it before the
meeting. Also, Margaret Pahl said she fail ed to get a copy of the
Violet site summary at the last meeting. Joe passed out copies of
that to those who wanted one.
We then initiated discussion of the Rigamer report.
Joe
explained that the group had agreed at the last meeting that we
would attempt to review the Rigamer report
alternative by
alternative.
Ruby Sumler had missed the previous meeting and did not
receive the explanation of the N. Claiborne Ave. alternative . Joe
then briefly described the alternative and its impacts.
This
prompted discussions about the bridges at St. Claude and Claiborne
Avenues. Marc Cooper and Margaret Pahl expressed their wish that
if a new bridge is required at St. Claude they would want a low
level bridge.
They want to keep the neighborhood as close to
current conditions as possible.
Joe explained that it would be
hard to justify a low level bridge. Dave Wurtzel then explained
that in lieu of the bridge approach ramps (c loverleafs), the
existing city streets could be used to get the traffic off the
bridge back to the major streets (Poland Ave.). We could develop
a one way street plan to accommodate this additional traffic in the
area.
John Wilson said that he believed that was a better plan
than any structural ramps.
Harold Wilbert pointed out that the low level bridge would
have some impacts to the marine traffic. It was pointed out that
a low level bridge would have an impact on the benefit cost ratio
because of the additional delay to the traffic using the lock. Joe
pointed out that if the Florida Ave. bridge is a high rise
connecting to St. Bernard parish, most of the commuter traffic
would be diverted to that artery and eliminate most of the traffic
on St. Claude.
This could eliminate the need for a curfew that
would be a plus to the navigation traffic, even with a low level
bridge.
Margaret Pahl expressed concern that the Rigamer report was
very confusing to try to follow one alternative at a time. Others

expressed similar concerns . Maybe we cannot go through the report
alternative by alternative . Maybe we can go through resource by
resource.
The group seemed to agree with that approach . One
concern Margaret Pahl brought up was about noise abatement.
She
did not believe that insulating the houses would be enough because
many houses do not have air conditioning and residents would have
to l eave their windows open .
Would the mitigation also have to
include air conditioning for those that need it.
Another concern
that Margaret brought up was the impact on renters .
The report
identified that many renters would leave the area because of the
construct ion activities, but no compensation was offered to the
property owners .
Mrs. Warren asked the question who would be
responsible for any medical problems that may occur to residents
because of all the noise . Joe said he could not answer that .
Marc Cooper stated that the impacts of all alternatives would
be devastating.
Why waste time on discussing impacts.
He also
discussed impacts and mitigation for the Stallings Center. He did
not believe the mitigation for that was adequate and may show a
lack of knowledge of the area by the contractor. Joe said that our
6-8 week time frame imposed on them was probably contributing to
that concern .
we just wanted him to come up with something to
start from, a basis for ou r discussions .
There will be some
"flaws" in the report .
Additional discussion took place concerning the bridges,
specifical ly related to our meeting with the La. Department of
Transportation and Development (DOTD). Issues discussed were: the
type of low level bridge at St . Claude (double bascule similar to
the old Dan zinger bridge) ;
DOTD' s reluctance to steepen the
approaches from 5% to 7% because of safety problems ; that a lowlevel bridge at St. Claude would have to go up and down more often
and deter traffic from St . Claude (which would be good); whether
DOTO would have final word about bridges (Joe said no ) ; a curfew
at St. Claude may be eliminated or reduced with a low level bridge
and whether that would impact navigation traffic ;
touch down
points at Claiborne Ave;
and impacts of Florida Ave. plans on
these bridges.
Another question that was asked concerned the noise impacts of
the N. Claiborne alternative. Joe explained that the noise impacts
of that a l ternative on the neighborhoods would be less than other
alternatives because the construction would take place farther away
from the neighborhoods . Joe pointed out that the N. Claiborne Ave
alternative would not involve as much community development\
impr ovement as t he other alternatives. We also discussed the detou r
routes at Caff in and Tupelo and the pros and cons of these
proposals.
The group agreed that we can eliminate cloverleaf ramps and
attempt to develop a plan to get the traffic off the bridges and
back to major streets using the local streets.

(
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Finally, we agreed that at the next meeting we would discuss
the noise impacts and impacts to streets and mitigative efforts
thereof. We would discuss thes e generically so they would apply to
any alternative. Most impacts are the same for all alternatives
except some are of a greater magnitude than others. Next meeting
would occur on 4 December 1991.

t~~YSenior Project Manager
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2NDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY

NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP MEETING
4 December 1991

A G

~

N D A

Comments on previous meeting's summ a ry
Update of other meetings that are planned

(

Explanation of Sec 106 Coordination
Discussion of content of the next newsletter
Discussion of Noise impacts and mitigation
Discussion of Street impacts and mitigation
Agenda for next meeting
Next meeting, Dec.

(

17, Tuesday instead of Wednesday

INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP

(

Sununary of Meeting
4 December 1991
( REVISED )
Joe Dicharry opened the meeting and requested any comments on
the previous meeting's summary. No comments were made.
He then gave the group a report on other meetings that are
planned concerning this project. He told them of the first meeting
wit~ the Maritime I nterests Working Group to be held on 17 December
1991 at 10 : 00 a.m. at the District's office. That group will be
given a status report of the studies to date and will discuss
project issues related to their interests, i . e. low level bridges
at St. Claude, by-pass channel around construction site north of
Claiborne Ave., etc. Also, Joe informed them of a meeting among the
Corps, Dock Board and local elected officials on 12 December 1991
at the Dock Board's office. The purpose of this meeting will be to
give them a briefing of the Rigamer report. As far as he knew, Joe
said that Rep. Copeland, Sen. Johnson and Council man Johnny Jackson
were invited.
The neighborhood leaders were very concerned that
all local elected officials were not invited, like Jackie Clarkson,
Michael Bagneris, Arthur Morel and others. Joe said he would try
to get them invited by the Dock Board .
If not, he would request
Col. Diffley to host a separate meeting with other elected
officials and give them the same information. Joe said he would
give this group a report on these meetings at our next meeting on
17 December 1991.
Mike Stout then explained to the group the required Sec 106
consultation process with the State Historic Preservation Office
and the Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. He made
available to the group handouts explaining this in more detail. He
told them that these two agencies will be meeting with the Corps in
January and he thought it would be a good idea for these agencies
to attend one of our meetings to observe the public involvement
process . The group agreed. Mike said that it would be a good idea
for the neighborhood organizations to maybe meet with these
agencies on their own while they are here . He also said they would
want to take a tour of the area and maybe the neighborhood
organizations would assist in that e f fort.
We agreed that our
meeting on 22 January 1992 would be the meeting these agencies
would attend and the group would discuss the impacts t o historic
properties and appropriate mitigation plans at that meeting.
At this time Rudy Muse requested that he read into the record
a short newspaper letter to the editor that he believes reflects
the views of the area residents. That statement is as follows:
"Isn't it ironic that all of the sudden the
environment is more important than people? And that is
true in the case of the widening of the Industrial Canal
locks on St. Claude Avenue.
" It seems that the fact that t housands of people would
be affected in t hat areas is of no concern. Busi nesses
would be dead in no time.

(
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"It seems that historic designation doesn't mean a
thing. There are two historical sections that would be
affected, i.e., By-water (where I have lived for 50
years) and Holy Cross .
"I have seen recently that properties aren't being
sold even though the homes are in beautiful condition
because the tenants cared. Property and businesses would
depreciate if the project goes through.
"Imagine the years it would take to construct new
locks and bridges and approaches and the effect on the
inunediate communities!
"True, we need a new approach and locks away from
family homes and businesses.
"It seems that no foresight has been used in planning
for the future. We had the streetcars taken off in the
1960 's (except for the St. Charles line) . A group in the
1960's took petitions to keep them on. (I was one of the
signers.) Now, it's suggested they bring them back .
"Even if I'm 81 , I love New Orleans. I only wish I
could do more."
Signed by Mrs. E.E. Lala.
We then discussed the content for the next newsletter .
We
agreed that details of the alternatives being studied and their
impacts would be the subject matter . The concern was raised about
the area of distribution for the newsletter. Rudy Muse said that
the entire study area should be included . From the Rigamer report,
Keven Levettro said that would involve about 19,000 households.
Joe said he did not know if we could go that far, but he said we
would extend the distribution area from what was used before
(Mazant to Lizardi St and from the river to Florida Ave). We also
discussed putting newsletters in certain businesses and other
public facilities. Joe requested the neighborhood representatives
to provide a list of these places at our next meeting.
Joe also
said that a newsletter would be mailed to each member of this
working group and that he would have a draft of that newsletter for
the group's review at our next meeting.
We then began discussing noise and dust impacts .
First we
discussed how dust could be controlled. We talked about possibly
putting up netting, similar to that used for sand blasting on the
bridges around the construction area or watering down of the
construction site . Also, concern was raised about dust generated
by trucks hauling dirt and equipment to and from the construction
site.
It was pointed out that a lot of the dirt, materials, and
equipment could be hauled in and out of the construction site by
barges which would considerably reduce the amount of dust.
Alan Shultz then discussed the di fferent types of p ile driving
equipment that may be used to help control noise.
He explained
about a vibratory hanuner, that could be used instead of a diesel
impact hannner to produce less noise. He suggested that we might be
able to have some test piles driven using the vibratory hanuner to
see what the noise really would be. Alan said that the piles would
be steel H-piles rather than sheet piles. He also explained that
steel pipe piles could also be used which may be less noisy. Joe

said that a project of this magnitude maybe deserves some kind of
effort to test the noise impacts of different pile driving
equipment . The construction activities and equipment used can be
specified to reduce the noise to acceptable levels, but we will not
be able to eliminate the noise altogether. Rudy Muse corrected Joe
by saying that not building the lock at this site would eliminate
the noise .
Joe asked for any ideas from the group on what else could be
done about abating the noise. Marc Cooper suggested buying a Sony
Walkman for all residents.
Maybe just buy some earplugs for
everyone.
Margaret said that we need to address the stress
associated with living next to this construction site. She said
that insulating the houses would be another alternative, also maybe
storm windows . We would have to air-condition many houses with the
insulation. Maybe residents may not be able to afford electrical
bills for the air- conditioning.
Keven Levettro pointed out that the existing levees and
floodwalls would help abate some of the noise. He pointed out that
many people being impacted by noise are related to bridge
construction and if low level bridges are recommended the impacts
would be less .
Marc Cooper pointed out that the Rigarner report did not
address the impacts of the demolition of the old lock. How would
that be done? Depending on the alternatives, varying degrees of
demolition , probably by dynamite, would have to done . Maybe only
one wall would have to be demolished and for a barge lock maybe the
lock floor could stay in-place.
Joe then summarized by saying that the group has come up with
some good ideas for noise abatement/mitigation that could be
investigated for inclusion in our mitigation p lans .
Margaret
requested a cornrnitment from the Corps about implementing the
proposals from the reports concerning using barges for hauling
materials and equipment to and from the construction site and
eliminating haul roads through the neighborhood.
Joe said those
kinds of things can be handled easily by specifying in the contract
documents that the contractor do these kinds of things.
Ruby Sumler asked if we could give her a list of the types of
contracts to be used in the construction activities. She has had
inquiries about the type of skills that could be developed by the
unemployed for possible use later on. Joe said they could produce
such a list.
We then had a discussion about jobs that could be
created from this project .
We then talked about streets impacts.
Joe stated we can
repair and/or replace roads that are directly used for construction
activities, but also we might be able to go beyond the direct
impact area. This would be part of the community development plan
that would help keep the community usable and liveable during and
after construction. The Bogg's legislation gives us the authority
to do this . Maybe the project could buy a street sweeper to help
keep the neighborhood streets clean.
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We also discussed improvements to mass transit may be able to
be done to help alleviate some of the traffic congestion problems .
Also, transportation discount coupons were suggested. These types
of things are not out of the realm of possibility of being included
in this mitigation plan. Others would have to cooperate, like the
City and RTA.
Next meeting will be Tuesday, 17 December 1991, instead of
Wednesday, 18 December 1991. Joe will be giving the group a report
on the upcoming other meetings and will discuss the draft
newsletter . We will have a short Christmas party.
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INDUSTRIAL CANAL LOCK REPLACEMENT STUDY
NEIGHBORHOOD WORKING GROUP
Summary of Meeting
17 December 1991
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Joe Dicharry opened the meeting and requested any comments on the previous meeting
summary. Rudy Muse said that we forgot to put in a newspaper article he read into the record that t
believes reflects the views of the neighborhoods in the area. Joe apologized and said he would revi~
the summary and send all another copy.
Rudy then asked about the overall time line for this process. Joe said that nothing has change
since the group agreed that we would attempt to develop a recommendation by March/April 1992 tirr
frame. Ed Lyon stated that the coordination with the Federal Advisory Council on Historic Preservatic
and State Historic Preservation office would take place in February 1992 instead of January 1992 c:
previously scheduled.
Rudy then stated that it is his personal opinion (it does not represent the opinion of Holy Cro~
Neighborhood) that to date he has seen nothing that would convince him that any plan is workabh
Joe pointed out that all the details of the North of Claiborne Avenue alternative have not bee
developed and maybe that would provide information that might change his opinion.
Joe then informed the group of the results of the recent meetings with the Maritime interests an
with the elected officials. First, he told them that the meeting with the maritime interests went very we
They were brought up to date on the status of our studies, given a description of all alternatives bein
analyzed and asked for comments on a number of issues that pertain to them. These issues includ
the possibility of having a low-level bridge at St. Claude with a new lock and the inconveniences <
having to use a by-pass channel around the North of Claiborne Avenue alternative construction sitE
Joe stated that all of the representatives seemed willing to compromise and work with us in developin
this "Win-Win" solution.
Joe then informed the group about the meeting with the elected officials. He said that onl
Representative Sherman Copeland and Senator Jon Johnson attended the meeting. Ron Brinson,
Board Commissioners, 2 members of Brinson's staff, Col. Diffley, and 3 members of his staff (includin
Keven Lovettro and himself) were the other attendees. The major points discussed are as follows:
a) Col. Diffley gave them a brief description of the Rigamer report and the proposed mitigatior
plan components (housing, streets, drainage, schools, public facilities, noise, community
cohesion, etc).
b) Copeland and Johnson were upset that we were meeting with the neighborhood leaders withm
their assistance and that they were not as informed about the project as the neighborhood
leaders.
c) Jon Johnson was upset that a newsletter was not delivered to his house on Deslonde StreE
(Harold Wilbert stated that a newsletter was mailed to all elected officials).
d) Johnson and Copeland requested that we not meet with the neighborhood group until they ar
briefed more fully about the project and they (along with Johnny Jackson) meet and decide whc
part they will play in this public involvement process. Some form of the previous Advisory
Council may be restarted.
e) Col. Diffley said that we were just trying to gather information and public input with these
meetings and not "cutting any final deals". It was his right and responsibility to do this and

they could not stop him from doing that. But he agreed to delay further meetings with the
neighborhood working group until the elected officials had time to meet. He asked if 30 days
was sufficient and they said O.K.

(

Joe explained that this delay would give us time to complete the studies on the North of Claiborne
Avenue alternative which seems to be the alternative that has any chance of being recommended. He
said he would still develop a "draft" newsletter and mail it to the group for comments during this delay,
so it will be able to be mailed after this 30 day delay. Joe said he felt very good that we would again
be meeting with this group after this 30 day delay.
· There was a lot of discussion about the above mentioned points. The neighborhood leaders
strongly expressed their opinions that these elected officials were not going to make decisions for them
about their future concerning this project. As long as they would still have a voice in the process they
would be satisfied. They did not want the elected officials in charge of the process. The group
accepted the delay and we then had a Christmas party.
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EXHIBIT

II

Neighborhood Working Group
Members

(

(

(

{

Neighborhood Working Group

(

svwater Neighborhood Association
--Mr. Marc Cooper
3929 Chartres St
New Orleans, LA 70117
945-8537
Ms. Ruby Sumler
4123 Marais
New Orleans, LA 70117
948-6491
I.:gwer 9th Ward Neighborhood Associatjon
Mr. Lloyd Brown
7471 Seven Oaks Road
New Orleans, LA 70127
241-1929
Mrs. George-Ethel Warren
1836 Reynes
New Orleans, LA 70117
944-8507

(

Holy Cross Neighborhood Association
Ms. Vivienne Blair
P.O. Box 3417
New Orleans, LA 70177
945-5026
Reverend Lorenzo Gunn
4908 Dauphine Street
New Orleans, LA 70117
949-4973
Holy Cross Community Development Corp.
[4732 St. Claude, New Orleans, LA 70117]
Mr. John Koeferl
415 Tupelo
New Orleans, LA 70117
279-4885
St. Claude Businesses
Ms. Eva Benoit
United Medical Center
3419 St. Claude Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70117
948-8433
Cjty Planning Commission

Ms. Kristina Ford
1300 Perdido Street
New Orleans, LA 70112
· 565-7000

(

Regional Planning Commission
Mr. Walter Brooks
Masonic Temple Building, Suite 1100
333 St. Charles Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70130
568-6611
Historic Djstrict LandmarJss Commis.sjon
Mr. Larry Hesdorffer
830 Julia Street
New Orleans, LA 70113

565-1440
Mrs. Laurentine Ernst
829 Jourdan Ave.
New Orleans, LA 70117
945-7410
Port of New Orleans
P.O. Box 60046
New Orleans, LA 70160
Mr. Patrick Gallwey
Mr. Cedric Grant
Mr. George Carbo
528-3333
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
New Orleans District
P.O. Box 60267
New Orleans, LA 70160
Mr. Joe Dicharry
862-1929
Mr. Les Waguespack
862-2503
Government Officials
The Honorable Ellen Hazeur
Councilwoman District E
New Orleans City Council
1300 Perdido Street
New Orleans, LA 70112
The Honorable Sherman Copelin
Representative, District 99
107 Harbor Circle
New Orleans, LA 70126
The Honorable Jon D. Johnson
Senator, District #2
7240 Crowder Boulevard, Suite 405
New Orleans. LA 70127
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EXHIBIT IV

RTA Comments on Lock
Replacement Plan

(

(

(

July 26, 1995

Mr. Joe Dicharry
Supervising Engineer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
District Headquarters
7500 Prytania Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
Dear Mr. Dicharry:

Regional
Tra.nsit

Authority

Attached are RTA 1 s comments on the proposed MRGO
Lock Replacement Program.
Please call Lou Costa at 243-3840 or Ed Bayer at
243-3832 if you have any questions or require
additional information.

(

arcia
Director

Attachment
6700 Plaza Drive

New Orleans
Louisiana
70 127·2677

Administration
504·242·2600

Facsimile

(

504·243·3637

cc: Dean P. Bell
William Deville
Herbert Burstein
Ed Bayer
Lou Costa

RTA's Comments on Army Corps of Engineers MRGO Lock
Replacement Program

(

1. The RTA's Galvez, St. Claude, and Barracks Bus Lines will be directly affected. The
Galvez Line operates on the Claiborne bridge, and the St. Claude Line on the St. Claude
bridge (see attached maps). Given that only one bridge will be closed at a time, it will be
possible to detour either line to one of the other bridges (i.e. Galvez to St. Claude bridge,
and St. Claude to Claiborne bridge). Some changes in traffic signalization and/or sigriage
will probably be necessary to effectuate the detours (i.e. rather than proceeding over the
Claiborne bridge, the Galvez buses will run on Poland to St. Claude, over the St. Claude
bridge, and on Forstall to North Claiborne. The buses will need to make left turns from
Poland to St. Claude and from St. Claude to Forstall). Actual detour routes will be
worked out by RTA during project engineering. These routes will give the Corps a
clearer idea of the signalization and signage required.
While the Barracks Line is a circulator in the Lower Ninth Ward and does not cross the
canal (see attached map), it may experience delays due to increased traffic congestion.
The detours to the St. Claude and Galvez Lines and delays in the operation of the
Barracks Line will result in additional operating costs to RTA and may cause some losses
in ridership. The St. Claude and Galvez are two of the most heavily used routes in the
RTA system, as shown:

Line

Peak Headways
(6-9 AM, 3-6PM)

Peak Vehicles

Daily
Ridership

St. Claude

3 to 5 minutes

16 to 18

10,372

Galvez

4 to 6 minutes

18 to 22

7,697

Impacts to these routes will therefore be substantial.
The Barracks operates on a 15-17 minute peak headway with 2 vehicles.
2. The raising of the water level under the Claiborne bridge will cause the Claiborne
bridge to open more, thereby causing more delays in the operation of the Galvez Bus Line
and resulting in additional operating costs to the RTA. This is unavoidable, but it is a
long term impact from the project.
A suggestion is to keep in force the curfew policy during peak periods, to reduce the
number of times either the St. Claude or Claiborne bridges is opened during peak periods.
This will minimize the impact to the RT A and allow transit service to continue
uninterrupted.

(

(

3. The creation of a new bridge at Florida Avenue and an access road from St. Bernard
Parish to the Florida bridge is essential to ensure the success of the lock replacement
project. One concern that RTA has is that the proposed high level bridge at Florida will
dwnp high volwnes of traffic on to local streets on the west side of the canal (i.e. Florida,
Louisa, Piety,.etc.) that are not capable of handling this traffic. This traffic must be
channeled, through roadway improvements, to major arterials such as Franklin, Elysian
Fields, or Interstate I 0. One idea is to improve Florida Avenue from the bridge ramps
(where the bridge comes down) to Interstate I 0.
4. The RTA will be proceeding in FY96 with a Feasibility Study for the proposed Desire
Streetcar Line.The Feasibility Study will examine a two-phased implementation: Phase I
- from Canal Street to Poland Avenue and Phase II - from Poland and Dauphine, on
Poland to St. Claude, over the new St. Claude bridge, and on St. Claude to the Orleans/St.
Bernard Parish Line.
5. The RTA would be interested in operating, at the Corps' expense, the proposed shuttle
bus service to improve circulation in the general area during construction. Development
of the routings for these shuttle bus lines can be done in conjunction with community
members during project engineering.
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EXHIBIT V

Holy Cross Neighborhood Association
Mitigation Recommendations

(

(

THE HOLY CROSS SCHOOL ..
A COLLEGE PREPARATORY MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL FOR BOYS
Condui;ttd byTltt Brorhtrs of Holy Cross

(
OFFICE OF HEADMASTER

March 14 ,· 1994
J. Ron Brinson
President and Chief Executive
Port of New Orleans
P.O. Box 60046
New Orleans, La. 70160

Offi9~r

Dear Mr. Brinson:
Enclosed please find a copy of · a report prepared and approved by
the Holy Cross Neighborhood Association . This report contains
reconunendations related to the mitigation of the impact of the
proposed new lock construction project on the Industrial Canal.

(

As the chair of the subcommit.tee appointed by Vivienne Blair,
President of our association, I can. assure you that considerable
time was spent over the past several months in the process which
resulted in this report. Several draft copies were given close
scrut;iny and after a careful review by . the Board of Directors a
copy was sent to each member. The report was finally adopted at
the regularly scheduled meeting on March ·ll, 1994.
After meeting with you and the members of your staff on November
8, 1993, I was reassured that the concerns of the Holy Cross
Neighborhood Association would not fall on deaf ears. If there
are any questions about this report, please direct them to either
Vivienne Blair (945-5026) or to me (942 3169) . We look forward
to a response at your earliest convenience.
Sincerely,

flu~~ AfdM-,eJ~

Brother Stephen Walsh, C.S.C.

(
4950 DAUPHINE STREET, NEW ORLEANS .· LOUISIANA 70117

To ·the Port of New Orleans

(

Fram the Holy Cross Neighborhood Association

Recommendations Related to the Mitigation of the Impact
of the Prope)sed New Lock Construction Project on the
Industrial Cana]
SUbmitted: March 14, 1994
Introduction

In the fall of 1993, the Board of Directors of the Holy Cross
Neighborhood Association created a committee charged with the
responsiblity to present a formal set of · recommendations to
mitigate the impact of the proposed construction for a new lock
on the Industrial Canal. As approved by the membership du.rirlg the
regular meeting on Marcil 10, 1994, the Board 0£ Directors was
:further directed to £onna1ly sul:mit these re£lections and
recamneodations to. the Port 0£ New Orleans and US Corps 0£ A.cny
Ellgi..rJeers who are joilltlyresponsibile £or this con.st.ruction

project.

Historical Background

The Holy Cross Historic District is a neighborhood created by the
Industrial Canal which was first opened in 1923 . In fact, there
are residents still living in the neighborhood who remember being
displaced by the original construction project. Just as
individual lives have been inextricably bound to the canal, so
too it is clear that the future of our neighborhood is destined
to be affected QY the proposed Industrial Canal lock
imp~ovements.
·

(

On March 28, 1990, an explosive .front page article titled
"Waterway Project Targets 9th Ward" appeared in the Times
Picayune. In part, it read:
The Army Corps of Engineers said Tuesday it has scrapped
Violet_as a site for a new inland waterway and is focusing
on cutting a swath through New Orleans 9th Ward to make room
for a new lock in the Industrial Canal.
The project .•. would force about 625 people in 200 homes in
the Holy Cross Historic District to move, corps officials
said. Ten businesses also would be displaced . ...
Talk of building a new waterway to replace the Industrial
Canal Lock has been kicked around since 1956. The 34-year
interlude has lulled many people into believing construction
would never begin. ;

(

But [Col Richard V.] Gorski ... and the managing director of
the Port of New Orleans, David A. Wagner, all say the new
cut is inevitable . · "I• m convinced it• s going to become a
reality, 11 Gorski said. "The only question is how long will
it take. The answer is probably seven years to get it off
the ground."

(

Since this premature and unfortunate announcement, the Holy Cross
Neighborhopd has visibly declined. It has suffered from neglect
by the city; suffered from a lack of confidence in the general
population evidenced by the lack of home purchases and a notable
slackening of historical renovation in the area, and suffered .
f roin the relocation of long standing residents who saw the
·neglect and fled. This has contributed to the increase of both
the number ·of· abandoned houses and neighborhood blight.
Those who have stayed have suffered from a sigriif icant drop in
property val'ues. _By late 1992, even after significant changes
had been adopted in the plans removing all risk of dislocation of
homes and businesses, Col. Michael Diffley, Army Corps of
Engineers chief in New Orleans was quoted in the Times Picayune
(November 21 , 1992), "Picture trying to sell your house during
eight years of construction."
·
To remedy this situation caused by the premature release of
information as to the destruction of 200 dwellings, and to the
interruption of city utilities and services, the Holy Cross
Neighborhood Association respectfully reconunend that
consideration be given by US Anny Corps of Engineers/Port of New
Orleans in their mitigation plans for projects which will
directly enhance the neighborhood . thereby attracting new home
owners and rebuild public confidence even as construction begins.
~e

·E nhancement of the Neighborlloc;>d to Imp.rove and Sustain

P.roperty Values

From our "Blueprint for Neighborhood Enhancement" we submit the
f9llowing projects ' for consideration:
' All drainage ditches should be removed and replaced with
subsurface drainage . Likewise the streets should be paved
together with curbs and sidewalks installed.
Provision of funds to provide for adequate city personnel to
be assigned to the neighborhoods affected by the canal
construction .. Specifically, there is a need for city
inspectors to deal with abandoned housing, trash dumping, as
well other health and safety issues.
Removal of all utility poles and placement of uti•ity lines
underground. While this would improve the appearance of the
neighborhood, in practical terms it would facilitate the .
"infilling" of historical buildings from other parts of the
city into the Holy Cross Historic District.

(
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Attracting New Home Owners and Retaining Existing Home Owners
According to Patricia H. Gay, Executive Director of Preservation
Respurce Center of New Orleans,"The leading cause of
unemployment, business closures· and declining tax revenues for
·city services is population decline, especially decline of the
middle class .. " (Preservation in Print, December, 1993, p. 4)

(

Residents of all income levels must.be attracted by funding
marketing campaigns that promote the livability of the
neighborhood in general and specifically during the perio9
of construction.
Working with the Preservation Resource Center, the
neighborhood needs to consider mounting an aggressive
campaign "Come Home" incentive program addressing the number
of successful persons in the community who were raised in
the neighborhood.
Addition of neighborhoods impacted by canal/bridge
construction as a specific criterion for eligibility of
existing HUD programs and the declaration of these
neighborhoods as specific priority target areas for existing
local, state and federal home improvement programs.
Presently, it is difficult to get insurance and mortgages
for properties that cost less than $50,000. It is also
difficult for some elderly on fixed incomes to maintain
their property to insurable standards. These realities
impede neighborhood development and must be addressed to
insure the rich diversity that has always been
characteristic of the Holy Cross Historic District.
In part, it calls for banks, lending institutions, and
insurance companies to define policies which are sensitive.
In part, it calls for broadening the eligibility criteria
for certain federal programs administered locally.

(

In order to attract new home owners, we recommend the
creatiOfl . of an incentive program to encourage teachers,
policemen, firemen, and city workers and employees of non
profit corporations to purchase homes and tQ .initiate
· renovation projects.
Residents in the immediate vicinity of the existing St.
Claude Bridge who wish to move or sell during the "
construction process should receive assistance in relocating
temporarily or permanently.
Sustaining Existing Small Businesses and Encouraging New
Investment
"Attracting homeowners of all income levels ... paving of streets
and providing increased police protection will stimulate business
and other economic development ... " according to Patricia H. Gay,

(
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(

Executive Director of Preservation Resource Center (op . cit., p.4)
Small businesses on St . Claude Street will be particularly
affected by the loss of traffic when the bridge is closed . It is
this traffic which creates the threshold market necessary to
survival.
Moreover, the general appear~ce of St. Claude Street defines the
first impression of the neighborhood by new homeowners and
prospect~ve . parents considering Holy Cross School.
Encouraging
economic development and the location of various public service
agencies along this corridor would enhance the entire
'
neighborhood.
We reconunend that consideration be given for creating a •reduced
tax zone" in which city sales and property taxes are reduced
and/or subsidized by mitigation funds. A program of reduced
.property taxes might serve as an incentive to encourage new
business development and relieve the burden for existing
businesses. A modest reduction in the sales tax could help
maintain the loyalty of old customers and attract new business.
Historical Identity As a Property Value

(

Because of
guidelines
officials,
historical

the erosion of historical district renovation
caused by the recurring exceptions made by city
there needs to be improvements made to enhance the
identity of the neighborhood:

Provision of mitigation funds to insure adequat~ funding of
the Historic District Landmarks Conunission will insure a
strong advocacy group which will benefit all residents in
the neighborhoods potentially affected by canal
construction.
Inclusion of representation of the Preservation Resource
Center of New Orleans as .well as the Historic District
Landmarks Commission in whatever plan is implemented for the
administration of mitigation funds .
Installation of street signs appropriate to an historical
district for all st,?;eets including "Holy Cross Historical
District" together with the street name.
Installation of improved street lighting appropriate to an
historical district and done with subsurface wiring:
·,

'Provision of funds for the placement of historical signs on
St. Claude Avenue at the beginning and end of the Holy Cross
Historic District and on all homes listed in the National
Historic Register.

(

Creation of a trolley car line from the Central Business
District all way along St. Claude to Jackson Barracks and

5

(

the Chalmette National Battlefield for the purpose of
accelerating revitalization.
Enhancement of the Levee

a~

a Neighborhood Asset

to the west by the levee and the canal and to the south
by the levee and the river~ there is a new awareness that this is
an att~active asset which we sometimes take for granted. The
. Holy Cross Neighborhood Association is conuuitted to taking
initiatives that would make this a more vital part of our
community.
Bounde~

The formulation . of a long range plan for the riverfront in
the Holy Cross Neighborhood from the canal east to the
parish line be conducted immediately to be facilitated by
the Port of New Orleans including the neighborhood residents
and appropriate local agencies.
The levee in the Holy Cross Neighborhood be declared part of
the Jean Lafitte National Park System and given a permanent
fully-staffed ranger station.
Construction of a jogging path and bicycle path along the
levee with direct input and participation by the neighbors
in both its design,· implementation, and evaluation.
Install lighting near the river for security and protection
so that the levee may also be used for recreation. Place
trash receptacles and benches with a guaranteed permanent
maintenance program.

(

Within our "Blueprint for Transportation," we remark upon
the use of water taxis, river ferries, and the consideration
of regular tour boat docking in order to visit the
historical sites including Jackson Barracks in our
neighborhood.
Neighborllood-Securi ty

A safe and secure neighborhood is the first priority consistently
~:J_CPressed by the members of th~ Holy Cross Neighborhood
Association. It is of considerable concern to the residents that
a situation which is already aggravated will only further
deteriorate during the period of canal construction ~
The Industrial Canal is both a real and psychological barrier
which isolates the Lower 9th Ward and the Holy Cross Historic
District neighborhood from ready and easy access to city
services . In real terms, there is no health clinic to provide
even emergency care nor is there any stationary ambulance
servi~e.
'

(
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The neighborhood presently lies within the jurisdiction of the
Fifth District . Police Command whose boundaries stretch from
Gentilly to the river and from Esplanade on the west to the St.
Bernard Parish line on the east. The headquarters located west
of the canal, receive from seven to ten thousand calls per month
requesting assistance or pqlice presence. In the fall of 1993,
it was widely reported that the Fifth District Police Corranand had
only four police cars that were operational.
With the flight of residents from the neighborhood and the
incre.a se of abandoned houses in last two or three years, long .
time residents ·have become aware of an incr~asingly visible d~g
problem in the Holy Cross Historic District.
In order to maintain a safe and secure neighborhood for the
residents as well as attract new home owners, and restore public
confidence in the area:
In the light of the present demands on the 5th District and
given the long duration of the canal construction we believe
that a strong case can be made to create a new 9th District
Police Commazzd in the 9th Ward. We strongly believe that
the ' so called NOPD substation on Claiborne and Caffin should
be replaced by this new police collUlland as had been earlier
projected to be built by the city.

(

It should be noted that the substation has never been fully
equipped as a police command communication post. A police
command with adequate vehicles and equipment dedicated
solely to responding to the needs of citizens residing in
the construction-impacted area would alleviate the anxiety
about security in the future. Finally, we strongly recommend
that during the entire period of construction, funds be
provided by the mitigation plan to fully staff this police
command with members of the NOPD on a twenty-four basis.
We believe that the use of helicopters should be
incorporated into security planning to enhance police
surveillance and to increase mobility of the police.
Further, helicopters might also be available for medical
evacuation .
-We expect the Army Corps of Engineers and the Port of New
Orleans to assume leadership in the definition and ·
implementation of clearly defined eme.ryency procedures which
anticipate problems. We further expect that such plans
would not only insure the continuation and enhancement of
existing city of New Orleans support systems but that plans
would· be made for establishing formal cooperation between
Orleans and St. Bernard police services and emergency
support systems to the benefit of the entire Lower 9th Ward.

(

"
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We expect the Army Corps of Engineers and the Port of New
Orleans to assume leadership in the definition and
implementation of emergency evacuation procedures both in
terms of evacuation routes and emergency shelters for ·all
the neighborhoods east of the canal during the period of
construction. Our concern for· clearly defined procedures
primarily anticipates a natural disaster. However, those of
us living on the river and in the vicinity of the canal are
not entirely naive about the volatile nature of some of the
cargoes which pass by our homes in barges and vessels.

(

Finally, attention is drawn to other sections of this report
which focus on transportation and on education. In this
regard we underscore the concern for sa£ety related to
trailsporting students to the various public schools
(McDonough 19, Lawless Senior High School, Hardin School
Edison School, and Lawless Elementary) together with St.
David's Parochial School, Ephesus Academy and Holy Cross
Middle School and High School. Furthermore, many secondary
school stude.n ts leave the neighborhood to attend schools
located west of the Industrial Canal.

T.ra.osportation
Transportation to the CBD, uptown, and expressways will be
severely affected with the widening of the canal and the proposed
two year closure of the St . Claude Street Bridge.

(

In addressing this issue the Holy Cross Neighborhood Association
brainstormed in an effort to create as many options as possible .
Using this creative "no-holds-barred" approach produced a variety
of ideas.
A comprehensive RTA transportation plan with smaller buses,
shuttles, and "jitneys " providing frequent and additional
routes to and from mainline buses on Claiborne , Florida,
Galvez, Caffin, Forstall, Jourdan and Delery. Free or
highly subsidized fares with transfers available.
Trollej"'Car to Jackson Barracks and Chalmette National
Battlefield.
Consi .d eration of rerouting the railroad spur which comes
down the middle of St. Claude Street.
Possibility of temporary bridge paralleling the riverside of
the St. Claude bridge .
.

up and down river ferry from Holy Cross to Carrollton
with stops at Bywater, Marigny, CBD, Jackson, Napoleon and
Carrollton. There should be a mechanism, perhaps passes
only during peak hours or subsidized fares to insure
residents of the affected areas are guaranteed places. This

An

(

(
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would be a benefit to school children who travel far uptown
daily as commuters in the work force.
Water taxis: swift, flexible vessels which would operate on
the same principle as the ferry except they run more
frequently. Free or subsidized fares with transfers
available.
Autanobile Transportation :
A comprehensive plan preparing streets and main arteries for
,
altered traffic patterns. This should include wide
neighborhood consultation. to identify those detour
.
routes which neighbors actually use in times of temporary
emergency often ignoring or bypassing the "official"
detours.

Provision for frequent and continuous preventative
maintenance and repair of all heavily traveled streets
Provision for maintenance/gas subsidies in the fonn of
coupons because of delays and wear and tear. An alternative
would be the creation of an incentive program to use public
transportation,to car pool, or to use a park and ride
option.

(

Provision of resources to adequately staff police for
pennanent traffic patrol during prime drive time.
Provision of alternate lanes to facilitate the flow of
traffic uptown and to CBD in the morning and return flow in
the evening.
Holy Cross Middle School and High School · T.ransportation Program
Holy Cross School· was founded . in 1879 and remains today as the
largest free enterprise employer and business in the
neighborhood. To sustain its enrollment, the school has for
nearly twenty years maintained a fleet of more than twenty buses
which trans12_ort approximately 500 students a day from Metarie to
Mandeville and from uptown to Terrytown. Excessive delays which
cause additional travel time, interrupt attendance; or unduly
extend the school day will only erode the confidence of f ami"lies
and contribute to their reluctance to consider Holy Cross School
as a viable option for young men between the 4th and 12th grades.
Therefore, planning must insure that Holy Cross· is not adversely
affected. Likewise,the rerouting of these buses onto already
narrow and crowded neighborhood streets has the potential of
aggravating the neighbors. Provision must be made preiaring
adequate corridors for a fleet of twenty buses who enter and
leave the neighborhood all at approximately the same "time.

(
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Health, S.a:.fety and Wel:.fare

(

The health, safety and welfare of our residents--particularly our
children and our elderly--must be insured despite the disruptions
anticipated by the widening of the canal and the replacement of
the St . Claude bridge.·
Some options for mitigating disruptions are:
Pol~cies and procedures which provide for readily accessible
medical· evacuation,including helicopters and paramedics for
emergencies. This may also be the opportunity to develop' a
formal cooperat~ve arrangement with the various military .
installations in the immediate area of . the construction to
benefit the community health services.

Formal arrangements with St. Bernard Parish hospitals for
treatment of our residents.
Establishment or enhancement of a full-service clinic east
of the Industrial Canal. The clinic should include the
· following minimum services: a full laboratory, x-ray
capacity, geriatric and family .practices for these specific
populations including case management, home health/homemaker
services, family planning, counseling, screening and
preventive health services, a subsidized pharmacy program,
health career program for teens, an interface program with
Lawless and Caffin clinics, twenty-four hour security and
transportation when referral is necessary.

(

The clinic would accept all health insurance and would treat
the uninsured. Any difference between the cost of service
and ability to pay because of under-insurance or lack of
insurance would be paid by the mitigation plan. Funds for
special services . would also be covered by mitigation funds.
The Tulane School of Public Health and neighborhood are in
the process of establishing a partnership to improve health
and health related projects in the peighborhood. .This
emerging partnership could be enhanced by the participation
of the Port of New Orleans and Army Corps of Engineers.
The enhancement of New Orleans fire fighting equipment and
personnel assigned permanently below the canal~ Formal
arrangements with St. Bernard Parish, military and ·
commercial facilities should be strengthened or implemented.
The creation and dissemination of a viable emerge~cy
evacuation plan by Corps of Engineers, the Port of New
Orleans, FEMA, and the city. It is expected that this
process would solicit wide community participation.

(
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Enhancement 0£ Neighborhood Wel£are
There should be integrated community services for elderly
and families which complement the health services planning.
This would include transportation, home help, respite care,
expanded "meals on wheels," consumer advocacy and education,
entitlement assistance, adult day care all of which would
directly service our senior residents.
Services for families would include family life education,
case management, goal setting, employment and training
assistance. A neighborhood center/settlement house which
w.o uld provide substantive programs· for . teenagers and young
mothers.
Of particular note are existing plans and efforts to create
a playground within the Holy Cross Historic District. We are
particularly encouraged that The Port of New Orleans has
demonstrated a generous and willing spirit in presenting
alternative sites for consideration.

(

&iucation and 'the Schools
There are no public schools located in the Holy Cross Historical
District. However, the Holy Cross Neighborhood Association
recognizes the fact the quality of public education "below the
bridge" has a profound impact on everyone who lives and does
business in the area.
There are serious problems associated with the construction phase
of the canal project that must be addressed by the mitigation
plan and of utmost importance is student health and safety in the
event of a catastrophic emergency as well as the daily personal
emergencies experienced in each school setting.
We reconunend that each school in the area--both public and
private--be funded through mitigation funds to hire a full
time school nurse.
The curricu±um in each school will be likewise impacted by canal
construction and bridge closure in that students will be cut off
from ready a~cess to the nearest public library. General and
much needed enrichment activities such as field trips, speakers,
and cultural events will be difficult if not impossible to
schedule since these activities require exact arrival and
departure times. Consulting and support· from the central office
will be curtailed. For the schools without air conditioning the
noise level during construction will seriously impact
instruction.
Given the serious problems that will negatively impact learning,
it must be noted that the students enrolled in the public schools
located below the bridge are already rated among the lowest

(
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achieving in the city. This is even more alarming when one
considers that these schools are not public housing project
schools.

(

Data to be included is currently being gathered for us by a
member of the school board.
Name
Percentage of students
scoring above SOth
percentile on 1992 Calif
Achievement Test

Hardin
Edison
Lawless
McDonough 19

Reading

Math

28.7
30.3

31.6
33.1

19.2
21.0

18.7
21.5

System Wide Range
Elementary

11.7/87.1

Lawless Middle

15.7

11.1

System Wide
Middle School

5.9/92.5

7.8/93.5

Lawless Senior

17.5

16 . 9

System Wide Range
High School

2.5/99

4.6/98.6

14. 9/91. 8

Admittedly, there are plans to build a new school, Martin Luther
King, Jr. School, which will incorporate a public library.
Howev.e r, the citizens can not wait for the completion of this one
school which may be delayed, as the sole answer to improving
educational conditions in the Lower Ninth Ward.
We recommend that funds be designated for a full time
librar.f"an in each school with a generous budget for new
library acquisitions.
We recommend that each school receive funds for cultural
enrichment activities and for hiring consultants as needed.
Schools should receive funds to air condition all
instructional space in the school.
Without dramatic and immediate attention to the educational
issues we have defined, then other mitigation efforts will be
seriously compromised. Strong schools are characteristic of
strong neighborhoods.

(
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Conclusion
We submit to the US Army Corps of Engineers and the Port of New
Orleans · that the public schools in this area have been neglected
by the public school system in the same way that the area has
been neglected by the city. Just as public confidence in the
neighborhood has been eroded by the uncertainty surrounding this
project, we believe that same arnbigliity has adversely affected
the confidence of public officials in the long term stability and
future of our neighborhood.
We contend that since the March,1990, announcement and despite '
changes in the plans we ha.ve already been adversely affected.
For us reflecti'o n upon .the proposed mitigation plan is not an·
hypothetical exercise. We have already experienced a loss of
vitality and are anxious to get on with the project and see this
as an opportunity to reinvigorate and renew our neighborhood.
Addendum: From the Director, Patricia H. Gay, Preservation in
Print, December, 1993, p.4.

(

(

(This report was prepared by a subconunittee appointed by the
President of the Holy Cross Neighborhood Association and chaired
by Brother Stephen Walsh, C.S.C., Headmaster, Holy Cross School.
The report underwent the close scrutiny of four drafts. A copy
of the report was sent to each memeber of the Holy Cross
Neighborhood Association prior to the regularly schedulued March
·1 1, 1994 meeting of the Association : At that time it was
approved to be submitted to the Port of New Orleans.)
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be al.ltlCUd by Clllld.iai inaric.elin&
~11mpaii:ns dl&I promoie Ille livability of
NcwOrlc.ns.
Rc.sidcnis mll'l be ttlllino.ld and
:.una.c4 lhnltlgb policies tlw n:spcct
neiabbolbood needs and ameruues in all
city dcpanmenlS.
Ruidt.nu of •II cc.onomic, so:;i.I, anf.I
racial backi'Ql&lldt must Ced wclcocnc in
our city and ill 111y oei&bb;olbood.

Historic Preservation
I>csiaAadoa ofhisuxic d.imicu and

nc:ighboltlood.

The bi.sloric buik environment of
New Orleans dcfUIC.S lhc cily: it tw ~
declared lhc most Wlique in Nonh
America. Because i1 is lhc coUcaion oC
buildinp aod lhc urban plan ""' make
New Orleans rpcc;W, and bccll&SC hisiorit:
prcscrvalioll ~I commiuncnt IO
I.he good lhc community. deacd
ocritials must rpcak out tor the p-otci:Uon
of I.he historic built environment
whenever ncceswy.
Thue should be a commiunent 10 lhc
prCSU\'11.ioa coavnissions IO rcspca and
uphold lbeir dcc:isions.

or

New Zoning Ordinance
The new z.oning ordinance mUSl
rcnea Lile suon: comm itmcn1 10 New
Orleans nciahbothoods lllld historic
111Chi1.CCwr~ and ambicm;c as put fooh in
lhc Ci1y MllSICI Pl:in.

Appointments to Boards
and Commissions
For government to function smoolhl y
and elficicntly and wi&ll lhe COllfidcnce of

?eript.eral JlQfting lllUSl be
dcvdoped Coe all casino ~mbling :ioo l.h:

ViC41X Carre.
Addition;al suca Qll lin.:£ who:revcr
they are placed will bring re"i1;1li:r.;.11ion.
A m.:ijor and ~-rilic;il co~cm of
- AtlcJiti<111;1l linc:s sli<•1i!J be :a major
ciliM:nS rue .;ever.al yc;tr~ lw~ l>ccn l:aolur.:
plllnnini: :llld dcv.:lop111.;m oblccuvc.
w cnf01cc Ulc building an\! zoning cc11i.:~.
Ei.&Ctld rivcrfronl succt ..:ar up and
inclUding Lhe failure to enforce pcn;illics.
de.own rivctfronl as much ;as possible.
Success in revising ;ind cslOlbiishing
The CllW wcacu mi.st be a priocity.
lcgisl:.lion and ordin;inccs ~ belier
Limil size and speed uf bu.se$
scr.c neet.ls or lhcci1y ~y ate
throuah histoeic nci&hbothoods.
irrelevant if I/Ky are not cnf0<ccd.
Do llOl plan -.i<r 1r1mc oorridors
Pet1allies shoul4 be acViscd IO covet COSIS
lhle>u&b l\i.sioric nei&hbocs, such as I.he
oretreaivc enforcement cllywide, so
Warehouse Dis1rict.
fundiltg should not be an is.sue.

Enforcement

landnwb 11 lbe lllOSL ef'Cea.ilie IOOI
Cultural Tourism Marketing
immcdialcly available for pro1CCti.o&
and Development
l\i.slOric ncifhbomoods and arclliur;tl&lllly
At 1 lime when millions of dollars
sianlf~t bulidin&J, lhcrdore 1dc4ua1e
will be spent martcting cuino g:imblini:
f llllding oC,lhe View: Cam Cocnmission
In New Orlc:lns, il is more critical INn
and 1he HisLDric Disuict Landalatks
· evct LO sucnglhcll awteting of lhc city as
Commis:sioa Is euenLia1.
a 'culwral tourism destinacion, and
The hislorie dwlCStC o/ lllc ci1y and
marketing culwral aunclions.
its pnxcctiOll should be I priority ol
municipal gOYCtMICllt and a Ca:IOC' in au

decisions.

Transportation Planning
and Development

Casino Gambling

lncrcasc.d jobs :md ~x revenues CrOlll
QSino ;iambling mUSt benefit lhc ci1y in :i
mcanir.gful w:iy (for c.Jtamplc. in Altln1ic
City afw:r ts )'car$ of incrQSCd jobs 1111d
Wt tc'WCllUCS (lt)tl\ casino gambling, lhcte
have bcctt no significant inop<ovcmcntslhe city suffe1s even more tOd:ty ftom
blight. home~s and olhcr problem~) .
S'pc:cilic ef'Cons mUSl be m;ide ao rw.in
rcsidcnu who bc11efi1 from employment
l.hrough gambling and 10 .. 11r~t new
residuiis IO our CS.:.:hning neighbortloods.
Oth:twisc, blight and crime will continue
IO spre;1d, ncg;11ing ;iny po1ui1ial bcn:fils
from Clllino jo~ and l:ll rev.:nuc.<.

Vieux Carre
1li.: Vieux Dm:, ii n;nional uc:;uurc.
is the ho::.:utof °"'city. lls :1uthcntic11y,
uniqu<' cii:.r.1~1~r ;in•• vi;ibili1y :i:. ;a oniAcf.I·
use h~"lrlfic ncic;hborhuod must he
pnxcaci:I fr.:>m in.:rcaiing c~ncm.:rci:Jism,
an.i tesidcn!UI use sho11ld be cn:;ouragcd
and suppontd by ~II govunmcntlll
authorities.
The 2S·ye.at t>;ui on new hotels in 111.:
Viewt Carte must be nuin~incd.

Urban Planning and Design
New Orluns is po$Sibly I.he ~1
planned cily in the UnilC4 Sw.es, wilh al i

problems Slemmina from urban plannini:

(

11\d dcvdopme11L UTOti oC recent dec:odc:

EffOlU must be made IO corrcct lhe.sc

errors lhtough pt0-11CLiYC planning and
design, and new propo.sals mUSl be
cvaJIWCd Coe !heir impact on I.he
surviving aspects o( lhe hisloric plan lhl11
lw SCl\'Cd the city so well.
The City PlaM ing Ocparuncnl must
be ~uaicly Cunded as u pri0ti1y, anf.I
must h:ive se::uri1y from ye.at ID yc:..c lh;at
ncc4s wiU be met.
Additionally, since lhc a~c
lhc city is a C.aor in cconom ic
development and qUOl!ity of life, :ldcqu:i~
funding mu.st be alloc:.u.cd IO m;iinLCllOlll(;
uf p;rl$, neulllll grounds, sani1.:ition. li11C
cul~tion, and

sueeu.

Major Inner-City Trouble
Spots
In ccn:ain lllc:as of the city there is
llliljor decline, disinvcs1mcn1.
f.lauioru1ion :ind demolition. Solution>
c:in be u11tlc11.;i ken 1h:it bu i Id on lhc
rClnninini; hiStOric archiLCclurc, inncr~it
loc~on :ind convenience, :ittd divcr~ily .
At1rJct i11i; hoin.:11wn.;ri. ,,j ~ II 'l'!c;otn.:
level~. :aur..ciing maju: invcstmcm for
rcsitlcnli:.tl <lcvclopm.:nt of loll inwm~
levels, design review, paving of Sllccl~
and p1oviding inc1c:iscd.policc proc.c:c1io
wi II Slimulllte busi ncss and Olhct
economic developrnCllt in l.hcsc '6fca.s..
0
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May !5, 1995

Lydia z. Jemison
Planning Officer
Board of Commissioners of
the Port of New Orleans
P .O. Box 60046
New ·Orleans, La. 70160
Dear Ms. Jemison,
I should like to take this opportunity to respond to the New Lock
and Connecti.ng Channels Dra£t bf'valuation Report Miti.gati.on Plan
(April 1995) which you sent under a cover letter of April 28,
1995 announcing a meeting on May 2, for the purpose of disc\1ssing
. this report. While I did attend that meeting, I should like to
take this opportunity to formally share some observations.

(

First of all, a gene~al reaction to some of the response of
11 Corps 11 or 11 1Jock Board" personnel.
To suggest that these of us
unfortunate enough to live in close proximity to the Inner Harbor
Navigational Canal pave a narrow view of this project and i .11 our
concern for own needs are failing to see the global good of the
1American economy misses the mark entirely. Students of
'elementary psychology are aware that. 11 food 11 and shelter are at
the top of Maslow 1 s hierarchy of needs .' To put it frankly, you
are messing with our homes and an improved GNP isn't going to
necessarily put bread on our table.
My primary suggestion then is that your report demonstrate a real
sensi.tivity to the concerns of my neighbors some of whom summed
up their feelings after our recent meeting with the comment, '!We
don 1 t count. 11
At the meeting we were encouraged to recommend improvements to
the draft: under discussion. Here are a few suggest.ions:

Put

yo~E;elves

in our shoes.

In our meetin3s you keep telling us we are neighbors and partners
but no where do you tell our story. From my point of view, your
report lacks a rhetorical style that is calculated to persuade.
! f you don't care about us 1 how can we believe thar. a.n yone in
Vicksburg or Washington, D.C. will care about us? While we a re
not the primary audi~nce for this report, there seems to be
little awareness of uB at a l l. No where is there conveyed a sense
of advocacy for the affected neighborhoods.
No where in the body of your reporc do you articulate solutions

<

in response to our needs. For instance, if you were to admit that
our. primary concern is neighborhood security as well as admit to
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our percepcion of mediocre police protection (less than 130
policemen assigned to the Fifth District with a population of
110,000, one of largest in the city) and that we might be
justified in our concern that this construction project might
further erode an already aggravated situation you would ~o a long
way towards ameliorating our attitude. After all, our police
department has been the subject of natioµal news coverage.

(

However, when your report lacks such detail and never alludes to
any formal communication with the Police Department why should we
believe that you understand our concerns? A temporary police
subs·tation which already exists at the Sanchez Center is not the
issue. The issue is that it is neither adequately equipped nor
properly staffed. Provision of cars and manpower during the
construction period could win you considerably more support.
Another example would be to make provision in the new St. Claude
Bridge for trolley car tracks sine~ it is quite possible that
this might be more easily done in the initial construction than
later on. Couching the case in the eloquent terms articulated by
Mark Cooper at the May 2 meeting makes good sense and further
"connecting" it to the historic Jackson Barracks strengthens the
argument in terms of the federal audience. Your provision for
r.racks would be one less hurdle for the neighborhoods to jump'. in
making their case locally for the restoration of the street cars.
Those of us who know the neighborhood know that some of the .
Qtreets defined as official "detour" routes have adjacent and
parallel streets in very poor repair. These adjacent screets are
bound to become detours to the detours and shortcuts and the
already deteriorating streets will fall into further disrepair.
Finally, there is not enough substantive detail in the report to
lead one to accept your conclusion that· you have developed "a
comprehensive plan ... insuring that the communities adjacent to
the project remain as complete, liveable neighborhoods during and
after construction of the project." Nowhere in the body of the
report is there a concise description of the neighborhoods
affected by this project. Finally, why can't the goal be to
insure that these neighborhoods are marginally better off at the
end oi the project?
Nearly half of the proposed budget is allocated for improvements
to the adjacent levee or bridges or to removal of debris by
barge. Undoubtedly, these measures will soften the impact of the
project. Nevertheless, isn't this simply the cost of doing the
job right and might you understand why some may find it self serving on your part to include these as mitigation rather than
construction costs?
Take recent changes into consideration .
Most notably, you should be aware that the Holy Cross

Neighborhood is undergoing a remarkable mood shift:

f~om

(

(

powerlessness to a sense of empowerment. This is reflected by
the vitality of the Holy Cross CDC, the HCNA participation in
Christmas in October, and the completion of a sophisticated land
use study for HCNA by the College of Urban and Public Affairs at
UNO. specifically, you might reference the emphasis placed on
business development of St. Claude in our ONO study in terms of
supporting the concepc of the business incubator.
In some measure, the "locks project" has brought us together and
i n "fighting against 11 the locks we learned how to "work
·together. 11 And in working together we have found that some of
the a·s pirations articulated in our initial formal response
(Exhibit IV of this report> have already been realized. auying
into some of our new agenda in terms of the use of the levee will
strengthen your case.

Be more precise.

(

The report is precise in terms of engineering issues, eg. noise
and traffic, and this is reflected in the budgeted line items,
eg. $202,500 for floodwalls and $514,200 for pedestrian shuttles.
It lacks corresponding detail calculated to convince when it
comes to our issues and this is reinforced when one notes that in
the budget amounts .are rounded off, eg. Housing Trust Fund $1
million and Training Ass i stance at $500,000. An example could be
to recast the Housing Trust Fund by clarifying eligibility and
disbursement of funds.

r am frankly surprised that you didn't do a better job of
highlighting with a specific budget line item a project that will
directly benefit the neighborhoods, Eg. !II, 7, b (page 19)-improvement of lighting and drainage £our blocks each side of
canal.
Where detail is provided, .Eg. item II, 2, f (school crossing
· guards), the amount seems modest (only $40,000 allocated over
several years) given the number of schools in the area and the
soon to be opened public elementary school on Caf fin and
Claiborne/Judge .Pere:z·.
More convincing would be a proposal which provided schedules
which allocated these funds out over several years ~hereby
providing concrete detail.
Holy Cross School and Educational Opportunity
I should like to apply the three principles I have articulated :
putting yourself in our shoes, taking recent changes into
consideration, and being more precise to a situation I know
-something about . ·
More specifically,

(

I should like to respond to item II, 2 , k

found on page 12 of your report. It alludes to t he possible
impact of the bridge closure on Holy Cross School. As written it

is too vague and it did not escape my attention that there is no
specific line item in the proposed budget to support these
eventualities.

(

First, allow me to address the issue from the point of view of
Holy cross School which will be affected by the closure of the
st. Claude Bridge. Allow me to make the following points:
1. The St. Claude Bridge is part of the mythology of Holy Cross
School. Generations of Holy Cross men have used the excuse, "The
bridge was up, 11 to account for all sores of lapses in their
lives.

2. uoiy Cross is a ll7·year-old neighborhood and metropolitan
school which draws its students from five civil parishes. In
some measure this 'draw is . due to 'the large number of students of
legacy enrolled. Approximately ten (10) percent of the students
are the fourth generation to enroll, another thirty (30) percent
are the third generation and yet another forty (40) percent are
the second generation to enroll. With nearly 9,000 alumni of
record, Holy Cross can exercise considerable political clout
should it chose to do. so.
2. We have our own fleet of sixteen school buses which transport
sixty (~O) percent of our students. Adding fifteen or twenty
minutes to an already hour long bus ride would discourage
enrollment. Extending the school day would erode parti.cipation
in after school athletics and extra curricular activities.

(

3. "Demonstrable losses of enrollment 11 in a school with grades 4
through 12 erodes income not just for the two years of bridge
closure but could have a long term effect from four to six years.

4. Holy Cross is the major private enterprise and one of the
largest employers in the neighborhood. A decreased enrollment
means fewer jobs.
4.
Twenty-five percent of our students come from the West Bank
and and another aixty (60) percent reside west of the canal. We

need something imaginative like a cross river shuttle service
(something like the Navy launch between the Navy Station and the
Port of Embarkation) and a shutt:e system from the Port of
Embarkation to a temporary landing at Holy Cross. Our cross· town
buses could deposit students at an westside water shuttle stop
and be ferried to the new Holy Cross landing.

· Creating an imaginative solution like this would avoid the issue
of possible "monetary compensation for demonstrable losses." and
add to the sense of adventure of corning to Holy Cross: it might
even increase enrollment . We 1 d might even change our bumper
stickers from 11 It 1 s worth the ride" to something like "only a
boat ride away."
Additional l y,

there is the broader issue regarding of insuring

(

(

educational choice within the neighborhood:
1. There are students in the immediate area and certainly in St.
Bernard Parish who have chosen to go other private girls' and
boys 1 high schools throughout the city.
2. Additional time and distance caused by the closure of the
bridge makes magnet schools less accessible and could limit
~ducational opportunities for students residing east of the
canal.

Conclusion
The working draft of the Mitigation Plan seems to have been
written by engineers for engineers. The verb 11 to ·rnitigate 11 is
derived from the Latin word for soft, mitis. In its present form
your report is for hard hats. It lacks heart.
It should come as no surprise to learn that an integral part of
the legacy of Holy Cross School is the conviction 11 that we will
not educate the mind at the expense of the heart."
Finally, it should be clear that this is my own personal response
and does not represent a.n y official stance on the part of any
other group.
·

(
s1_u_::e1y,

1 ~ ~. c ..
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EXHIBIT VI

Neighborhood Working Group
Proposed Mitigation Plan
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Proposed Project Mitigation Plan
Inner-Harbor Navigation Canal Lock Replacement

Introduction
Enclosed in the folJ,owing pages is a proposed social mitigation plan for the IllNC Lock
North ·of Claiborne Replacement alternative. This plan is the result of an intensive community
participation program that brought together community leaders from the neighborhoods adjacent
to the canal to address project issues that would impact the community. Their charge was to
develop a plan that spoke to what was really .needed to maintain the viability and create the
opportunity for renewal .in these important neighborhoods in conjunction with this major public
works project.
The intent of this plan is to provide a framework for greater community discussion. The
feasibility of this plan is contingent on it's recognition by the communities concerned that it
represents their needs and interests. The plan will therefore be refined through a public hearing
process that will allow for comment and refinement based on community input.

(

Based on community input the North of Claiborne site was developed as the primary site
for consideration for this project. This alternative's key feature is that it requires no residential
displacement in order to construct the lock. This alternative also calls for a low-level St. Claude
Bridge replacement, and float-in lock construction that minimizes noise disruption to adjacent
neighborhoods.
This mitigation plan is designed to be a integral part of the project. Therefore the
replacement of the IHNC Lock at the North of Claiborne site includes the implementation of the
final mitigation plan.
Evolution of the Community Planning Process
Recognizing that lock construction at the Industrial Canal site will have a significant
impact on the surrounding community, both House and Senate Appropriations Committees, in
their reports accompanying the 1991 Appropriations Bill, directed the Corps to establish a
community invol:vement. process to solicit community views and input on the project. After
earlier efforts to bring the community leadership together proved problematic, the District
Engineer established a neighborhood working group composed of representatives of the adjacent
neighborhoods associations, business groups, local government representatives the Corps and
local sponsor. The working group's function is to exchange information, solicit community
views and advise the District Engineer on matters pertaining to the project.

(
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Beginning in August 1991 and continuing through the remainder of the year, the Corps
convened a series of meetings of the neighborho6d working group to discuss the alternative
construction plans that had been developed and to investigate the range of social mitigation
requirements as a prelude to th~ development of a social mitigation plan. The working group
discussed the potential for a mitigation plan that would include substantial, community-wide
participation in infrastructure enhancement as a fo~ of pre-project benefit for residual impacts
which could not be directly mitigated. However, community opposition to the site alternatives
presented precluded the development of a comprehensive community mitigation plan. Members
of the working group asked the Corps why a location in the Industrial Canal North of Claiborne
A venue was not presented as an alternative construction site since it had the potential to
significantly reduce project related impacts. The previous North of Claiborne design estimates
showed lock construction· at this location .to be more costly and required a lengthy closure of the
Industrial Canal to navigation. Community representatives felt that this alternative required
further study since it might offer the least objectionable alternative. They also voiced objection
to a mid-rise replacement bridge at St. Claude Avenue, asserting that only a project including
a low-level St. Claude Ayenue bridge could possibly gain community acceptance. As a result
of these deliberations, the Corps agreed to further investigate the prospect of constructing a
replacement lock north of Claiborne Avenue and a low-level replacement bridge at St. Claude
Avenue.
The Corps undertook the design of the north of Claiborne option from January 1992 to
June 1993. This new plan consist of a float-in lock design, a low-rise double bascule bridge at
St. Claude Avenue and two bypass channels for navigation. Also during this design period the
Corps determined that the social impacts associated with the previous construction alternative
was not amenable to full direct mitigation and that even an extensive program of general
mitigation would be insufficient to restore to the community a level of satisfaction and well-being
that prevailed prior to construction. Therefore the previously considered option was judged to
be un-implementable and no longer met National Economic Development (NED) criteria as a
candidate plan. As a result, the North of Claiborne Avenue Plan represents the only plan with
the potential for an implementable construction alternative for a replacement lock on the
Industrial Canal. The construction plan that the Corps developed for the North of Claiborne
Avenue site either eliminates or substantially reduces major project related impacts in the areas
of displacement of people, construction-related noise and traffic congestion.

(

(

The outs~ding component of the North of Claiborne option was to develop a
comprehensive plan to identify and mitigate for a array of social and cultural impacts. This was
the task the working group was asked to assist the Corps with. Meetings of the working group
with this focus began in August 1993.
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DeveJoping the North of Claiborne Avenue Site Mitigation Plan
.The previously developed social mitigation plan did not address the North of Claiborne
site. It also lacked any community input. It was determined at an early stage in this planning
process that community input was ·essential to any consensus plan. The methodology employed
to develop the plan was to conduct a series of meetings to develop issues and dissect the
previously developed mitigation plan. F.ach section of the previous plan was discussed and a
new set of criteria established in each of the categories. This six month process' goal was to
develop a draft mitigation plan, addressing community concerns, that·could be presented to the
greater community for review and comment.
The result of this process has been a mitigation plan that .is more sensitive to community
concerns and deals with the issues the community considers important. The plan follows the
same format as the previous plan to insure that all of the developed issues were addresses as well
as the new issues.
The primary construction related mitigation measures as stated earlier in this document

are:

(

1.

No Residential Displacement - This option does not require that any
residential structures be acquired for lock or bridge construction.

2.

Reduced Construction Noise - Construction noise will be reduced by
employing the following construction techniques:
A.

Prefabricated float-in lock design.

B.

Soil-founded design that reduces the magnitude of pile
driving.

C.

Noise suppression measures on-site.

D.

Limited pile driving for the Claiborne Avenue bridge
upgrade.

E.

Reducing pile driving associated with replacement of St.
Claude low-level bridge.

F.

Contractors will have contractual obligation to insure that
construction noise does not exceed specific, measurable
levels at identifiable distances from the construction site.
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3.

Traffic Congestion :-- The potential for traffic congestion is minimized
through the following features of the construction plan:
A.

Minimize the duration of bridge closures during
replacement by replacing the St. Claude bridge with a lowrise bridge and minimal time for reinforcing the Claiborne
Avenue Bridge foundations.

B.

Staging construction activity on the west side of the canal
away from residential areas and assigning constructionrelated traffic to specific routes to minimize traffic
congestion in adjacent communities.

C.

Creating a commuter detour route along Florida A venue
corridor to minimize commuter traffic using streets in
residential areas.

D.

Implementation of a comprehensive traffic management
plan that incorporates all traffic control measures to
maintain to the maximum extent possible the current levels
of service for public transportation, emergency service,
school transportation , vehicles and pedestrians.

(

"
The scope of the social mitigation plan for the North of Claiborne A venue option
concentrates on the areas of concerns identified by the community. The format of the plan is
similar to the previously developed plan in that it covers the same general topic areas. The
major difference is that this plan was and is a product of community involvement and input.
The plan elements are:

(

A. Social
1. Population
a. pre-construction
- direct mitigation towards those most impacted.
- take community development program to community in as many methods as
possible to generate as much comment as possible.
- give residents as much notification as possible of construction.
b. during construction
- provide the opportunity for continued local input.
- restrict bours of truck hauling.
- store construction equipment in the industrial area on the west side of canal and
not in residential areas.
- shorten the construction period without extending the work day for pile driving .
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- construct low rise bridge at St. Claude and eliminate access loops to reduce
displacement.
- for safety, use barges to transport construction materials; restrict truck hauling
. to roadways used exclusively to construction traffic.
- improve enforcement of speed limits on neighborhood streets.
c. post-construction

(

.\

-.

2. Community and Regional Growth
a. pre-construction
b. during construction
- channel Community Development Block Grants to lower ninth ward area (none
currently).
- same as mitigation for population.
c. post-construction

3. Community Cohesion

(

a. pre-construction
- perform an information dissemination program with the community (what is
currently happening and what the impacts of construction will be) and
allow feedback to occur.
- create a library or location for studies, reports and other information about the
lock with hours convenient to residents.
- notify residents that information about the project is available.
- community should have the opportunity to directly express their views in
written and oral form.
- involve as many people as possible in public meetings.
b. during construction
- have n~ighborhood organizations invite Corps and Port to speak about the
project at neighborhood organization meetings.
- provide a community newsletter concerning construction of the lock.
- hold periodic public workshops about the project.
·
- establish a public information program which reports traffic situations everyday.
- provide the community with access to learning resources that may be
interrupted because of construction.
- ~rovide ·funding for a clearinghouse office at a centrally-located community
center to assist in s~heduling of neighborhood activities, to involve
community groups in information programs; and to sponsor regular
community functions.
- offset disruption to community cohesion by creating pocket parks, open space
areas and playgrounds for residents.
c. post-construction
4 . Aesthetics
a. pre-construction
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b. during construction
- replace green space lost from along old lock with new green space along side
of the new lock.
- provide underground wiring where possible.
- improve street lighting in the area.
- encourage long range comprehensive planning for the area.
- during replacement of flood protection levee, provide alternate access to
batture.
- construct parks, open space areas, and playgrounds in the neighborhoods to
replace the visual amenities created by the removal of trees along current
lock.
- rebuild an earthen _levee to continue access to the batture.
- plant trees and shrubs along Caffin and Tupelo detour routes well in advance
of the project to provide visual screening.
- produce popular histories or other interpretive materials to disseminate historical
information gained during Corps-sponsored archeological research in the
right-of-way corridors.
c. post-construction

(

B. Physical
1. Housing
a . pre-construction
- construct new lock without residential displacement .

b. during construction
- seek funding for owner-occupied residential renovations.
- establish a training program on how to maintain housing.
- create a locally managed revolving housing trust fund .
- assist in the development of a program to explain the designation of historic
districts and landmarks, and the building requirements of historic districts.
- provide assistance in obtaining financing for the purchase of owner-occupied
housing.
c. post-construction

(

2. I.and Use
a. pre-construction
b. during construction
c. post-construction
3. Public/Community Facilities and Services
a. pre-construction
- get corporate sponsorships for projects in the area.
b. during construction
- assist in the establishment of a centralized medical servk~s facility on the east
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side of the canal.
- contract for emergency transportation services for the east side of the canal
during the construction period.
- ·minimize the impacts of project on the neighborhood drainage system.
- provide supervised playgrounds and help in the maintenance of playgrounds.
- maintain accessibility to all public services and facilities. Where necessary
provide shuttle service from neighborhoods to community facilities and
services for routes that span the IHNC.
- increase the number of police patrol vehicles on the east side of the IlINC
during bridge closures. A temporary police substation should be set up on
east side of IHNC. A federal grant or other funding source will be
required.
- obtain . cooperation from hospitals on east side of IHNC to accept indigent
patients in emergency situations. :
- provide express school bus service from a park and ride/drop off lots on east
and west side of the IHNC to private, parochial and public schools on the
other side of IHNC.
- modify 911 address-based directory of emergency services to compensate for
bridge closures.
c. post-construction
- provide a park ranger station on the levee.
- modify the 911 address-based directory of emergency services to compensate
for bridge completions.
4. Transportation
a. pre-construction
- resurface streets to be used as detour routes.
- open alternate traffic route along parish line prior to start of construction to
'
provide through traffic time to adjust to new patterns.
- investigate the possibility of designing the St. Claude Bridge to be able to
accommodate a streetcar rail line (the Federal Transit Administration has
a program to expand existing rail lines, and the lock may be able to
provide a portion of the local matching funds needed for extending the
riverfront streetcar into the lower ninth ward).
b. during_construction
- designate and strictly enforce truck routes.
- complete as much of the construction as possible off-site and barged into the
canal.
- barge all construction related material to site; direct all truck traffic to corridors
outside of residential area.
- add pedestrian crossings with markings and flashing lights on Caffin and Tupelo
for safety.
- ·improve enforcement of speed limits.
- reroute transit vehicles in the study area to compensate for bridge clo:;ures.
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- install radio-controlled bus activated signals to give detour buses green signal.
- provide park and ride station on the east side of the canal to reduce traffic and
related air and noise pollution.
- provide school bus shuttle service during the project.
- provide shuttle service within the neighborhoods during bridge construction.
- minimize the duration of bridge closures.
- keep at least two bridges open to vehicular traffic at a time.
- direct traffic to road along parish line to keep through traffic off of Tupelo and
Caffin.
- install a traffic light near base of Florida Avenue Bridge to allow locll traffic
to enter Florida Avenue.
- provide intersections which allow traffic from the neighborhood side-streets to
enter the main roads.
- establish a public information program which reports traffic situations everyday
(like CCC construction).
- provide traffic light synchronization or point control of lights by police.
- create an incident management plan that will organize tow trucks.
- improve street lighting along detour routes.
c. post-construction
- resurface roadways damaged because of use as detour routes.
- encourage the continuation of park and ride stations.
- restore four-way stop signs on Caffin and Tupelo that were removed during
construction.
- .resurface roadways used to access both Claiborne and Florida A venue bridges
from affected neighborhoods when construction is complete.
- maintain pedestrian bridge crossing over IHNC in St. Claude corridor.

5. Noise
a. pre-construction
- pile driving noise test program to minimize noise.
b. during construction
- use construction methods to construct lock with a reduced number of piles.
- use pile driving machines that reduce the level of noise.
- shorten construction period without extending work day for pile driving.
- investigate use of the impact bored cast-in-place method of pile operations.
- if construction related noise cannot be controlled, soundproof homes within
75Ldn noise contours.
- barge all construction materials.
- restrict truck hauling to exclusive roadways.
- restrict hours of truck hauling.
- develop a public information campaign to educate residents regarding
construction techniques that will be used to minimize noise levels.
· - schedule pile operations for the bridge during the summer to minimize noise
impact on schools.
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c. post-construction
C. Economic Impacts
1. Business and Industrial Activity
a. pre-construction
- develop a Ninth Ward Business Incubator to provide local businesses the
opportunity to be involved in the construction of the lock.
- identify all possible funding sources for business development in the area.
- help stabilize current businesses.
- .relocate displaced IHNC industries to other areas of IHNC or MRGO.
- relocate Coast Guard Station to another area of IHNC.
b. during construction
- provide advance notice of bridge closures.
- maintain a field office for the active project at the business incubator.
- monitor the effect of the project on Holy Cross School, with school being
viewed as a business.
- provide opportunities to minority contractors (federal requirements for
disadvantaged businesses).
- create a directory of local businesses .
- hire trucks from the lower ninth ward area for hauling dirt for the project.
- assist business incubator in the formation new locally run services instead of
relying on services from outside of the area.
- provide advance notice of any lock closure.
- sponsor an advertising campaign for St. Claude/Claiborne Avenue businesses
affected by change in traffic patterns.
- assist the Port of New Orleans in reestablishing industries on IHNC and
MRGO.
c. post-construction

2. Employment
a. pre-construction
- stress the availability of job training programs in the information dissemination
program.
- provide equal opportunity employment.
- publish a listing of jobs needed for construction of lock.
- train residents of the area in emergency medical services to provide the
community during construction.
- establish a training program in the neighborhood for residents of the study area,
to teach construction skills. Investigate federal funding to subsidize
program.
- require contractors to give employment preferences to students who successfully
complete the above training program.
b. during construction
- include language regarding hiring practices in construction specifications.

(
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- mandate project contracts to hire people from the community as a part of the
contracts.
- noise mitigation will lessen nuisance level for employees in area.
- see above job training program.
- assist industries in relocating so that employees can retain jobs without
drastically changing th.eir commuting patterns.
c. post-construction

(

3. Property Values
a. pre-construction
- assist the community in finding replacement land uses for neglected and vacant
commercial properties.
b. during construction
- same as mitigation for housing.
c. post-construction

4. Tax Revenues
a. pre-construction
- tax losses will be mitigated indirectly by relocating most residents, jobs,
businesses and industries within the study area.
b. during construction
- same as mitigation for business and industrial activity.
c. post-construction

(
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Times Picayune Editorial
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THE TIMES-PICAYUNE
Sunday, September 4, 1994
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Unlo~kjng

Y opening an information office in a
neighborhood worried about the impact of work planned for the Industrial Canal, the Port of New Orleans and the
Army,Co?ps of Engineers have made a substantial addition to the bridge they have built
between government and the people
. it serves. .
The office, recently opened in the Sanchez
Center in the Lower 9th W,ard, will setve as a
clearinghouse for Uiformation about the prop<>sed replacement of tjie canal lock. That
proposal, which once mcluded the displacement of more than 600 residents, sparked
vehement opposition fro~ a range of people;
among them residents, pres~tionists and
·
politicians.

·

(

9th Ward woITy

B

The lock, the busiest in the nation, is also
the sight of frequent towboat traffic tieups.
The maritime industry, which bas wanted to
replace the lock for more than 30 years, had
produced a plan for reaching that goal with
little input from the community that would
be affected.

placement of hundreds. Thus, the new office.

"There are people who still think those.
things will happexi," Said PatriCk Gallway, director of plfmning and engineering .for the·
Port. "The office is here because the community recommended it. This is another step in.
trying to get information out."
·
The Caffin Avenue office, financed bY the : . .
Port and the Co?ps of Engineers, also will I>& ·
a sounding board for those who still wish ~ ·
influence the lock project, Which is y~·
away from startup. ·

What project organizers most want toknow is how nisidents think traffic ana .
neighborhood services will be·affected.by ~'&. · ·
lock work, Mr. Gallway said. With that infor~· .
mation, he said, officials can prepare plans~ . · ·
mitigate those problems, plans that will De~. : .
needed when the time comes to ask CongreSs- · ·
for money ;_c do the work.
·
''We wa;·~c to hear from the communi~ : ·
what those things are," :fyir. Gallman said. · . ·

Opponents of the $500 million project
The office also will be the site ofmore pub-· .
feared the obvious loss of neighbors and lie hearings and will provide brochures and
property and the potential demolition of his- in the future, a video for those who still have
toric parts of the city. The Port and Co?ps ·questions about· what will happen to their
·
decided in 1990 to "go back to square one," as neighborhood, he said.
Port President J. Ron Brinson said then, <;>rIt'i; a valuable community service that ~ ·
ganizing a task force of community represen- beyond pure public relations. Port officials.
tatives and asking for direction on how next and the Corps of Engineers are not only contoprocee4
·
structing good model for how to reso_lve
Though that process produced a plan ac- conflict between people and progress, but ~
ceptable to many, the concerns for the neigh- better model for how to reduce the chances .
borhood persist and rumors still fester about that there will ever be conflict in the firSt
the pending demolition of homes and dis- place.
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EXHIBIT VIII

Key Issues
and
Times Picayune Article
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ISSUES SURFACED AT THE MEETINGS ON THE
PROPOSED
MR-GO , NEW LOCK AND CONNECTING
CHANNELS PROJECT MITIGATION PLAN
The following is a list of key issues surf aced at the
public meetings held on January 3 and 10, 1995 on the proposed
mitigation plan for the IHNC lock replacement project.
o Concern over the extens ive length of construction.
o

Local elected officials position is that impr ovements
listed in the mitigation pl an can be accomplished at local
and state levels and are not dependent on the lock
replacement proceeding.

o Better coordination of daily bridge operations, not having
all bridges in the area raised at one time.
o Provide medical services in the Lower 9th Ward, concern
that the lock rep l acement project may impede or prevent
residents from receivi ng services.

(

o Uncertainty of Federal funding.
o The economic impact of the project disproportionately
benefits the shipping industry while impacting the
immediate community.
o A lot of misinformation about the lock project has
surfaced, including a petition that was referenced
but not submitted.
o Concern about the impact of the new Florida Avenue Bridge
on the proposed lock replacement project and on the
neighborhoods of the 9th Ward, including hurricane
evacuation .
o Traffic improvements appear to be slanted in favor of St.
Bernard r es idents .
o Resurface Tupelo Street and add more lighting.
o Specify proposed job training programs.
o Provide signs on bridges to indicate when bridge is in
the up position.

(

o Encourage the location of a bank to provide financial
services to 9th Ward residents on the east side of the
IHNC.

(

o Provide information and target job training for businesses
slated for relocation.
o Specify plans for relocation of the Coast Guard Station.
o Include pedestrian access to bri dges, emphasizing increased safety and securi ty for pedestrians.
o Resurface Tupelo Street and add more lighting.
o Specify proposed job training programs.
o Provide signs on bridges to indicate when bridge is in
the up position.
o Encourage the location of a bank to provide financial
services to 9th Ward residents on the east side of the
IHNC.
o Provide information and target job training for businesses
s lated for relocat ion.
o Specify plans for relocation of t he Coast Guard Station.
o Include pedestrian access to bridges, emphasizing increased safety and security for pedestrians.
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Lock

plan
blaste
By COLEMAN WAR NER

Staff writer

About 200 9th Ward residents
listened patiently 'Tuesday evening as executives from the Army
Corps of Engineers and the Port
of New OrleWls told them that a
massive lock replacement·projept
on the lnduitrial Canal would re._
suit in millions of dollars fo r
neighborhood improvements.
The residents then one by one
denounced the plan.
"You are being asked to pay
for a superhighway for the rich
and the super rich to get richer,"
one resident told the crowd at the
Jackson Barracks Military Museum, drawing rousing applause.
The gathering, much like a
similar hearing in Bywater last
week, shows that federal and port
officials face a daunting challenge
in t rying to convince neighborhood residents that a $500 million construction project long
needed by shipping interesj;s also
is in their best interest.
·
Facing stormy neighborhood
·opposition, the Corpe of
See LOCK, ne~ page
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Lock: Resident.s rap plan
From 8-1

Engineers years ago abandoned a
construction plan that would
have forced the removal of 200
households along the canal.
And in the latest phase of an
effort to win neighborhood backing, the corps and port officials
axe discussing dozens of ideas on
how to spend millions of dollars
in "mitigation money."
The money could be used to
improve parks and streets, give
residents job training, upgrade
aging houses and to improve police and firefighting services in
the axea, officials said.
Every effort would be made to
funnel jobs created by the construction project to 9th Waxd residents, officials said.
"These are things that are possible and should be looked at and
and will be looked at," said Pat
Gallwey, planning director for the
port.
Gallwey was joined at the
meeting by Joe Dicharry, project
mWlager for the corps. Dicharry
emphasized that the lock project
would use the latest construction
technology to offset the impact
~ ·. .
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on the neighborhood. Major
pieces of the new lock could be
built off-site and floated into
place, he said.
But neighborhood leaders rejected any discussion of what the
government might do in return
for a project that would bring extended bridge closures ·and could ·
take 12 years to complete.
New Orleans City Councilwoman Ellen Hazeur-Distance,
state Sen. Jon Johnson, D-New
Orleans, and state Rep. Sherman
Copelin, D-New Orleans, all said
government planners should accept that 9th Ward residents
want the project killed despite
the promise of money for improvements.
"A lot of the things you're talking .about, we're doing anyway,"
Hazeur-Distance said, noting
t hat the city and neighborhood
activists are making progress
with plans to upgrade 9th Ward .
parks and to add a police substation east of the Industrial Canal.
"I'm trying to understand, what
is the benefit to the community.
We don't own the ships that are
going to be using that lock."
. Some neighborhood repreeen-

tatives said that even if a mitigation plan were created, they
doubt Congress, now led by Republicans who want to cut spending, would back it up with money.
The Rev. Edmond Prevost,
president of the Lower 9th Ward
Initiative, said federal officials
should go ahead and spend millions of dollars to ease poor living
conditions in the 9th Ward.
''Take some of that money and
help get the fa~ilies back together," he said.

